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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

En Colombia se baila así: race, gender and nation building 

in the Barranquilla Carnival 

by 

Ana Maria Tamayo Duque 

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Critical Dance Studies  

University of California, Riverside, March 2013 

Dr. Marta E. Savigliano, Chairperson 

 

In this dissertation I look at the construction of a 

Colombian mestizo identity on discourses on and around female 

bodies in the Barranquilla Carnival. I interrogate the roles of 

the cumbia dancer and the Carnival queens and the way in which 

these bodies are portrayed in printed media (magazines, 

newspapers), advertisements (for the Carnival and for other 

companies at Carnival time) and the Carnival´s TV broadcasting. I 

analyze their performances and the rules and regulations 

regarding their participation in Carnival festivities. Through 

the analysis of these dancing bodies I trace the processes of 

creation of national identity and regional identity and look at 

the conflictive discourses (bodily and otherwise) that create 

raced and gendered nation building theories for the Caribbean 

Region of Colombia and for the consolidation of Colombian 

identity abroad. 
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1. EN COLOMBIA SE BAILA ASI 

 

This dissertation started as a critical view of my 

undergraduate research in anthropology, especially some 

issues encountered during fieldwork. My own work was part of 

a larger project comprising five researchers, each working 

on different themes related to the Colombian carnivals of 

Riosucio and Barranquilla.
1
. My topic focused on the 

processes of teaching and learning cumbia in the cumbiambas 

(cumbia dancing groups) of the Barranquilla Carnival. The 

idealistic goal I set up for myself  was to engage in the 

bodily practices of the cumbiambas so as to experience, 

observe and participate in the processes of learning cumbia 

(in my case) and teaching cumbia. The fieldwork was 

scheduled following the 1998 Carnival events: first, a 

period of three months during the preparations for the 

festivity; then, the participation in the Carnival itself; 

and finally, a short stay of two weeks after the festivity.  

During the rest of the year, we conducted short visits, 

every two or three months, to check up on the carnival 

                                                        
1 See “Carnaval de Riosucio y Carnaval de Barranquilla: Perspectivas de 

la antropología teatral de dos fiestas religiosas en Colombia” 

(Riosucio Carnival and Barranquilla Carnival: Theatre anthropology ‘s 
perspective of two religious festivities in Colombia), INER, Instituto 

de Estudios Regionales Universidad de Antioquia and Colciencias, 1999 
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preparations for the celebrations of 1999. The last part of 

the fieldwork was undertaken three months before, during and 

after the 1999 carnival. The experience that had the most 

profound impact in my commitment to anthropology, that 

questioned my confidence as a researcher, and even my self-

esteem, was the first long visit (specially the two weeks 

prior to the carnival and the actual carnival celebration).  

During the course of my doctoral studies, I had the 

opportunity to go back and revisit this experience from an 

informed critical perspective, and I was left with the sense 

of not having reached any-body during the undergraduate 

work. The research focused on bodily practices and tried to 

address corporeal issues that connected to larger ones in 

Barranquilla society, but the bodies kept disappearing, even 

my own body. Relying on one's bodily experience as a primary 

source for conducting research was timidly addressed by us, 

if at all. The challenge that this dissertation presented 

began with my geographical displacement. Since I was no 

longer in Colombia, how could I trace the carnival dancing 

bodies? 

My point of departure is to revisit the experiences 

lived during the 1998-1999 fieldwork in Barranquilla, and to 

analyze the thoughts and sensations so as to locate my body 
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among the array of other bodies present at the carnival. 

This process of remembrance is constructed as a story that 

began in Barranquilla but brought me to this doctorate in 

California and is addressed in “Anthropological Fictions”, 

chapter 2 of this dissertation. The second place I revisited 

looking for the dancing bodies of the Barranquilla Carnival 

is the cumbia dancing bodies, with a special focus on the 

female dancer, the cumbiambera.  

Legends, mythical stories, poems and song lyrics 

situate the cumbia couple as the union that created the 

mestizo nation and the cumbiambera as the vessel and perfect 

combination of the three "races" that together founded the 

republic. In the chapter of “Cumbia, myth of national 

formation,” I look for the traces left by those dancing 

bodies in written archives, audiovisual productions, and 

stereotypes commonly shared in Colombia. The visibility of 

the dancing bodies in Barranquilla is also an important 

issue to discuss in this work, connecting the resources and 

opportunities given to certain bodies to become the 

standards by which other bodies are judged and classified. 

Racial and class categories intersect to create dynamic 

meanings with very concrete economic and social results. The 

ways in which beauty is constructed and idealized in 
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Barranquilla and the whole Caribbean region is addressed in 

the chapter “Beauty, skin and carnival queens”. To end this 

exploration of the actual bodies in Barranquilla from a 

distanced point of view, I locate an international artist as 

a member of the collective participating in the Carnival and 

as an important voice.  Given her visibility and influence, 

Shakira creates, re-creates and interprets concepts, myths 

and stereotypes of the Colombian Caribbean. The music video 

"My hips don't lie" performed by Barranquillera singer 

Shakira and Haitian singer Wyclef Jean inserts, in a 

definitive way, Barranquilla and the Colombian Caribbean 

into circuits of the "black Atlantic" that open to the whole 

region economic, political and social venues to develop in 

the future.  The Colombian state and private corporations 

are making use of the Colombian Carnival and related 

artistic expressions to develop Colombia as a registered 

brand, as a corporation that operates with the same logics 

and purposes of a private enterprise. 

The discourses about bodies in the Barranquilla 

Carnival are very consistent.  They reinforce ideas of 

bodily democracy, a space where every-body has the same 

access and opportunities to enjoy the festivity and to 

inhabit the spaces populated by the carnival. The insistence 
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on bodily democracy is related to the fact that during the 

carnival celebration each body has its proper space of 

celebration; and every-body knows and keeps its own place.  

I did not find the bakhtinian bodies of the European 

medieval carnival referenced in texts on the Barranquilla 

Carnival. What I found was a very hard working mass of 

bodies laboring before, during and after the carnival, 

bodies with clear roles of participation in the festivity 

that seem to follow a script.  I realized that the ways in 

which carnival bodies were written about and presented 

actually revealed central figures in the symbolic 

construction of racial theories, constitutive of the idea of 

Colombiannes.  These raced, gendered and classed bodies were 

crucial for grasping a sense of national identity that has 

been fragile and fleeting, and desperately sought since the 

birth of Colombia as a republic.  Searching for these so-

called national bodies, the bodies most frequently 

highlighted in the Barranquilla carnival, were the bodies of 

the cumbia dancer and the queens. The official and the 

popular carnival queens turn out to be female embodiments of 

Colombian society’s ideas of gender, desire, social 

structure, class and racial differentiations.  They are 

located at the intersection of established social categories 
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(McClintock, 1995:17), and are fertile ground of meaning 

making. The fluid corporeality of female dancing bodies are 

central to the festivity. The discourses around them, be 

that of the dance teacher, cumbiamba director, the reporter, 

the Barranquilla Carnival administration official, even of 

UNESCO’s Intangible Heritage Commission are constantly 

attempting to solidify their roles, and to establish their 

acceptable behaviors.: how and where to participate, who can 

participate, and when to participate in the carnival. This 

is specially clear in the case of  cumbia dancers and 

Carnaval queens, given the efforts invested in celebrating 

diversity of a tri-ethnic past while re-inforcing a mestizo 

identity. To understand the racial dynamics present in the 

Colombian Caribbean it is important to revisit how the 

discourses predating the constitution of 1991 structured the 

idea of a mestizo identity as a national project of 

whitening geared toward the desired criollo
2
 identity.  The 

1991 Colombian constitution declared in its 13
th
 article 

that Colombia was a pluriethnic and multicultural country, 

where respect for ethnic and cultural diversity was a 

                                                        
2 The dictionary of the royal academy of Spanish language (Real Academia 

de la Lengua) defines Crioollo as an adjective, said of an offspring of 

European fathers born in Hispano-American territories or former Spanish 

colonies. (www.rae.es) all traductions are my own instead specified 

otherwise. 

http://www.rae.es/
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fundamental right of all national citizens (Colombia 

2008:10).  The criollo-mestizo body, as the desired result 

of all racial mixing, can be traced to the beginning of the 

20th Century and is still present in the Colombian 

imaginaries. The intermixing process of racially and 

ethnically differentiated groups of people due to migration 

(forced and otherwise) and violent colonization has 

determined the central presence of the mestizaje narrative 

in the constitution of the Colombian Caribbean.  

 

1.1. Mestizaje, hibridity, and cumbia colombiana 

  

The Real Academia de la Lengua dictionary (2011) defines 

Mestizo as follows: “Dicho de una persona: Nacida de padre y 

madre de raza diferente, en especial de hombre blanco e 

India, o de indio y mujer blanca.
3
”  In the Aguilar Synonym 

and Antonym dictionary (2000) mestizo is defined as: hybrid, 

crossed, mixed, bastard, male mule, pardo, and indianized. 

Etymological origin of this word indicates its association 

                                                        
3 Royal Spanish language academy defines mestizo as: adjective it is 

said of a person born of a mother and a father of different races, 

especially from white man and indigenous woman or indigenous man and 

white men. (www.rae.es/mestizo, accessed Dec, 19th, 2012) 

http://www.rae.es/mestizo
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to the crossbreading of animals and further problematizes 

the wording when applied to human beings. 

In Latin America the word “mestizo” is most commonly 

used in reference to the offspring of white and indigenous 

people.  A historical fact that helps explain this 

generalization is the classification established by the 

Spanish Crown in the colonial period. In addition to 

considering “mestizos” as a mix of Spanish and Indigenous 

females, the Spanish Crown identified a number of crossings 

and established special denominations for such crossings 

reflecting the colonial terror toward the mix of races. 

Names such as no te entiendo (I do not understand you) and 

salta atrás (jump back) can only be an expression of such 

aprehension. The famous Spanish Royal Crown classification 

of mixed races informed a true cast system applied all over 

Latin America: 
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Fig. 1. Mexico’s cast system, Museo Nacional del 

Virreinato, Tepotzotlán  

 

Colombian authors certainly question these criteria of 

classification and offer alternative usages of the term 

“mestizo”. Otto Morales Benítez (1979), based in Alejandro 

Lipschutz, states the following about the term “mestizo”: 

 

Recuerda que este término lo usó el Inca Garcilaso de 

la Vega. Con él quiso señalar cualquier mezcla étnica en 

nuestro continente, olvidando las clásicas y arbitrarias 

divisiones señaladas por las leyes de Indias. El mestizo, 

por lo tanto, tiene una alta categoría, pues logra impulsar 
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todas las liberaciones de la colonia. (Morales Benítez;1979, 

126)
4
 

 

And Manuel Zapata Olivella states the following: 

Pero un furtivo acto sexual por muy disimulado que 

sea, puede generar consecuencias naturales. Nueve meses de 

embarazo, un parto y un hijo.  En este caso, hecho insólito, 

el fruto no es igual al de la mula que resulta infertil sino 

un híbrido capaz de andar como el padre, hablar como el 

padre, crear como el padre y procrear como el padre… eso si, 

como una subespecie marginada, proscrita: esclavo, siervo, 

bastardo.(1989,44)
5
 

 

Otto Morales Benítez questions how the meaning of 

“mestizaje” has been reduced to biological associations. He 

relativizes all possibilities of genetic classification of 

ethnic crossings in America and sets out an attractive 

definition of “mestizaje” as an awareness of belonging to 

the land, as a cosmic position taken in relation to the 

environment. To support this theory, Otto Morales Benítez in 

                                                        
4 Remember that this term was used by Inca Garcilaso de la Vega.  He 

used it to name any kind of ethnic mixture in our continent, forgetting 

classic and arbitrary divisions established by Indian laws. Therefore, 

the “mestizo” has a high category since he promotes all releases during 

the colony period (126). 

 
5 … but a furtive sexual act, as subtle as it may be, can have natural 

consequences: nine months of pregnancy, a delivery, and a child. In this 

case, unusual fact, the fruit is not the same as that of a mule which is 

not fertile, but a hybrid capable to walk like his father, speak like 

his father, create like his father, and procreate like his father… but 

as a marginalized, banished, slave, serf, and bastard subspecies. 

(1989:44) 
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his work Memorias de Mestizaje references André Siegried 

when he states:  

 

A través del mestizaje se ha formado en América un 

tipo indefinible que desafía toda clasificación. En los 

países andinos es muy difícil hacer la distinción entre 

blancos e indios, así como en el Brasil entre negro e indio, 

porque muchos indios o negros tienen un poco de sangre 

blanca, y muchos blancos un poco de sangre India o negra sin 

hablar de las combinaciones de ambos que mezclan el negro 

con el cobrizo. Por eso, en la mayor parte de los americanos 

del sur se afirma la presencia dominante de una de las razas 

en cuestión.
6
 (50) 

 

Otto Morales completes his contributions to these 

reflections about “mestizaje” with a theoretical proposal 

which not only refers to the term, but also to its 

conceptualization locating this constitution closer to the 

independence period: 

 

¿Cuándo irrumpió el mestizo? No tengo dudas de que ese 

instante histórico se confunde con el momento en el cual 

gentes nacidas aquí después del descubrimiento, tuvieron 

conciencia de que esta tierra les pertenecía. Que era su 

patrimonio. Que merecía, por lo tanto, su demanda y su 

amparo. Entonces, quisieron manejarla, cargarla de dones 

ineludibles, refugiarse en ella para no continuar siendo 

                                                        
6 Through mix of races, an undefined kind has emerged which challenges 

any classification. In Andean countries, it is very difficult to make a 

difference between white and Indian people. Same situation occurs in 

Brazil between black an Indian people, because many Indian people or 

black have mixed with white people, and many white people have mixed 

with Indian people or black people, not to mention all combinations of 

both races mixing black and “cobrizo.”  For that reason, most people 

from South America, the dominant presence of one of those races is 

confirmed. (1984:75) 
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explotados. Poseer la seguridad de que algo nos protege. Ese 

siempre ha sido el signo de la pertenencia. Y el mestizo lo 

tuvo en su dimensión abierta. (1984:76)
7
 

 

Considering mixed races in the Colombian Caribbean is 

of special interest since the Caribbean was one of the 

regions in the country where an intensive mix of three races 

was first reported during the Spanish Conquest and 

Colonization period.  As stated by Jaime Jaramillo Uribe 

(1977), Colombia and Venezuela are the two South American 

countries where racial and cultural mix was more intense. In 

these countries, the merging and mixig of people from 

different towns were especially relevant. According to Jaime 

Jaramillo Uribe, reports from the 17th Century accounted for 

65% of mixed population versus 10% of white population, 15% 

of indigenous people, and 10% of black people in Nueva 

Granada. This phenomenon could be explained, among other 

reasons, as follows: Nueva Granada viceroyalty never showed 

the splendor Mexico, Guatemala, and Peru viceroyalties did. 

Consequently, differentiation of social groups could have 

been less relevant.  Nueva Granada was a “second-class” 

                                                        
7 When did mestizo appear? I am sure this historical moment was the one 

when people who were born here after the Continent was discovered, were 

aware of the fact that this land was theirs, that it was their 

patrimony, and consequently, they should take care of it. So, they 

wanted to manage land and have a shelter not to continue being 

exploited. To be sure that they are protected. (1979:23)    
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viceroyalty and the “purest” and “high-lineage” Spaniards 

chose other viceroyalties where they evidently kept “more 

pure” and less mixed. Under these conditions, colonizers 

preventions from mixing with black people weakened, in spite 

of the fact that the black population reportedly and 

repeatedly engaged in rebellions during all this time. 

Even today, it is evident that indigenous people are 

more segregated in countries such as Mexico, Peru, Bolivia, 

and Ecuador.  On this basis, the intensity of mixed races 

within Nueva Granada was also differentiated. There were 

regions where the mixing of races was stronger. Jaime 

Jaramillo
5
 provides the following table as an interesting 

description of this phenomenon: 

 

City Total White Mixed Indigenous Slave 

Cartagena 119,424 12,656 77,920 20,928 7,920 

Antioquia 48,604 8,893 28,406 2,514 8,791 

Popayán 64,466 13,351 22,979 15,692 12,444 

Chocó 15,280 335 3,342 5,687 5,916 

Totals 247,774 35,235 132,647 44,821 35,071 

% 100 14 54 18 14 

 

Table 1.  Ethnical composition in Nueva Granada. 

Source: Royal Census 1772. Published by Jaime 

Jaramillo Uribe. Ensayos sobre historia social colombiana.  

Bogotá: Universidad Nacional, 1977 p.129. 
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Drawing from the above table, Cartagena’s situation is 

clearly differentiated. Cartagena is the main city in the 

Colombian Caribbean region. Antioquia (a region located at 

the northwest of Colombia) also shows a meaningful figure, 

where the percentage of people reported as racially mixed 

widely exceeded that of “pure” groups.  

 

Ciy % Mixed % Whites % Indigenous  % Slaves 

Cartagena 65% 11% 17% 7% 

Antioquia 58% 18% 6% 18% 

 

Table 2. Cartagena vs. Antioquia 

Source: Royal Census 1772. Published by Jaime 

Jaramillo Uribe Ensayos sobre historia social colombiana 

Bogotá: Universidad Nacional, 1977, p.130. 

 

Even though these figures, taken from a 1772 Royal 

Census, are probably inaccurate, it could be argued that 

mistakes are likely to be found when referencing figures for 

“pure” groups. This is so because mixed people “got 

whitened” (chose whiteness as their racial identity), and 

also because, not infrequently mixed people failed to be 

recognized as such and were assimilated as black and 

Indigenous people.  

Following this anthropological approach, Nina S. De 

Friedman conducted important research, sponsored by UNESCO, 
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resulting in her “Estudio sobre la cultura en las costas 

colombianas sobre el Caribe”
8
 (1978).  According to De 

Friedman, this is  

[U]n estudio de las manifestaciones culturales 

existentes en la s zonas mencionadas con esoecial referencia 

a las de origen africano y/o indígena y a la pertenencia del 

conjunto a lo que podría llamarse genéricamente una cultura 

Caribeña”.
9
 (42) 

 

In the 70’s and 80’s, in Colombia and Latin America, 

there were wide discussions on the formation of social 

classes. Some authors questioned the fact that the concept 

of class does not refer to ethnic differences. The II 

Congress on Black Culture held in Panama in 1981 asserted 

that “Race and class concepts in America cannot be 

separated” (1984:36)  

 

Néstor García Canclini has been the author who has 

achieved the most prominent systematization of the concept 

of hybridity as an alternative to that of mestizaje:   

 

                                                        
8 “Study on Culture from Colombian Coasts in the Caribbean Region 

 
9 a study on cultural manifestations existing in those zones, 

especially in those zones with African and/or indigenous origins, 

and on what can be generically called a Caribbean culture.” (De 

Friedman 1978:42 
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Los países latinoamericanos son actualmente resultado 

de la sedimentación, yuxtaposición y entrecruzamiento de 

tradiciones indígenas (sobre todo en las áreas mesoamericana 

y andina), del hispanismo colonial católico y de las 

acciones políticas, educativas y comunicacionales modernas. 

Pese a los intentos de dar a la cultura de elite un perfil 

moderno, recluyendo lo indígena y lo colonial en sectores 

populares, un mestizaje interclasista ha generado 

formaciones híbridas en todos los estratos 

sociales.
10
(1995:84) 

 

García Canclini poses a discussion on the use of 

different terms and indicates his reasons for adopting 

hybridity: 

 

[…] Encontrarán ocasionalmente menciones de los 

términos sincretismo, mestizaje y otros empleados para 

designar procesos de hibridación. Prefiero este último 

porque abarca diversas mezclas interculturales –no solo las 

raciales a las que suele limitarse “mestizaje” – y porque 

permite incluir las formas modernas de hibridación mejor que 

“sincretismo”, formula referida casi siempre a fusiones 

religiosas o de movimientos simbólicos tradicionales.
11
 

(1995,89) 

 

                                                        
10 Latin American countries are currently the result of combination of 

indigenous traditions (especially in Central American and Andean 

regions), Catholic Spanish colonization, and modern political, 

educational, and communicational actions. Although there have been 

several attempts to give a modern profile to elite culture, taking what 

is indigenous and colonial to popular sectors, mestizaje within classes 

has resulted in hybrid formations in all social classes…  
11 …You will probably find references to syncretism, mestizaje, and 

other terms used to refer to hybridization process. I prefer this latter 

term because it encompasses different intercultural mixtures –not only 

racial mixtures to which mestizaje refers to- and because it allows 

including modern hybridization ways. Syncretism is not widely used by 

him because it refers to religious or traditional symbolic movement 

fusions. 
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Colombian authors do not explicitly refer to this 

discussion and use this concept with certain flexibility and 

not under the precise conceptualization proposed by 

Canclini. 

In relation to the concept of hybridity, Manuel Zapata 

Olivella (1997) uses the term within Canclini’s theoretical 

definition when he states that after 500 years of Spanish 

acculturation, mestizos and mulatos adopted a hybrid set of 

philosophies and empirical practices of African, European, 

and indigenous cultural roots. Fals Borda and Germán 

Arciniegas (1987) also use this concept.  

Morales Benítez offers a sound interpretation of the 

American independence phenomenon making use of a concept of 

cultural mestizaje.  

 Bien han dicho escritores que han interpretado el 

fenómeno de la independencia Americana, que ésta se produjo 

cuando los naturalistas llegaron con su medida científica a 

saber cuál era la realidad de nuestros recursos. En ese 

momento, también el mestizo tuvo conciencia de su 

nacionalidad, de su tierra, de su destino de libertad y de 

democracia.
12
 (Morales Benítez,1979:81) 

 

To reinforce this statement, the author cites Professor 

Leopoldo Zea (1983): 

                                                        
12 […] the European naturalists arriving with their scientific knowledge 

to find out about our natural resources contributed to create awareness 

of their land among mestizos as well as associations with freedom and 

democracy. 
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Ya no son Europeos, ni Indios, son Americanos, tienen 

en su ser a Europa pero también lo propio de América. 

Encuentro de dos culturas que habían acabado mestizándose 

para dar origen a una muy especial y peculiar cultura.
13
 

(85) 

 

Zapata Olivella adds a third component left out by 

Leopoldo Zea pointing out the following: 

En este continente se fusionó la creatividad social 

del indio y del negro y de sus descendientes mulatos, zambos 

y en general mestizos, sujetos a los patrones tradicionales, 

enriquecieron el producto final con su temperamento, 

patrones tradicionales, enriquecieron el producto final con 

su temperamento, mentalidad, instrumentos y materias primas. 

[…] Todo intento de minimizar tales aportes a través de un 

rasero de pureza, orígenes, primigenios, etc. Negaría el 

elemento más importante de la cultura: la creatividad social 

del hombre.
14
 (Zapata Olivella, 67) 

 

When describing the combined culture of seamen and 

landmen, Fals Borda (1984: 144B) recalls José Vasconcelos, 

bearing in mind that we are in a continent where the most 

diverse cultures have fused, generating the “cosmic man”. In 

Vasconcelos poetic view, a universal humanity resulted from 

these crossings. 

                                                        
13 Criollos are not European, Indian, or Central and South 

American anymore. They have incorporated Europe and America as 

well. This is the encounter of two cultures which mixed and 

resulted in a very especial and peculiar culture. 
14 Social creativity of Indian and black, as well as their mulato, 

zambo, and mestizo descendants, subject to traditional patterns, was 

fused in this continent; they enriched final product with their 

temperament, ideas, instruments, and raw material… Any attempt to 

minimize such contributions through purity, origins, and descendants, 

would negate the most important elements of culture: man’s social 

creativity.(1987:50) 
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These ideas of a criollo-mestizo identity are connected 

to the racial composition of the cumbia couple, because 

popular mythology locates cumbia as the center of creation 

of colombianness and always makes reference to a mixture of 

indigenous and African people.  However, their offspring is 

more “criollo,” closer to Spaniard than to indigenous or 

African, always striving toward whitening.  In revisiting 

these discourses next to other cumbia productions, such as 

lyrics or poems and visual productions, the mixture of 

reference is that of an African female with a Spanish or 

white-criollo male. 

The discourses on mestizaje erase the power structure 

evident in the cumbia couple. The identity thus constructed 

is a whitened criollo-mestizo identity located in the 

Colombian Andean spaces; but the touristic market tends to 

highlight the forgotten connection with the Caribbean. The 

white criollo ideal citizen starts shifting toward the 

North, to the Colombian Caribbean, where the connection with 

the African heritage had been previously dismissed, 

invisibilized and in most cases erased.  The African tinge 

is now celebrated and tokenized. The Colombian Andean 

region’s erasure of coastal idiosyncrasies and the 
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prevalence of stereotypes that dominated most part of 

Colombian history have currently changed. 

Festivities, events and celebrations in the Colombian 

Caribbean follow an official rhetoric oriented to position 

Colombia as a registered brand more that as a country.  A 

“tropical” Colombia branding circulates in Caribbean tourism 

circuits while keeping the nation’s productive spheres in 

the hands of the Andean white-criollo power circles. 

In the following chapters I will address this 

construction of a Colombian mestizo identity interrogating 

the roles of the cumbiamberas in the Barranquilla Carnival 

and of the Carnival official and popular queens.  

Specifically, I address the labor of class, gender, identity 

and sexuality and their operation in carnival performances.  

Reina Oficial, Reina Popular and Cumbiambera can be seen as 

the materialization of Colombian society’s ideals of women, 

beauty, and desire, and also of its social structure, class 

and racial differentiations  I examine the way in which 

these figures carry, create, perpetuate, subvert and 

transform society’s ideas of gender dynamics, race and class 

relations. Necessarily, I will also examine how cultural 

policies and national identity discourses circulate around 

different stagings of carnival in the off-season. The 
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perpetual carnival participates in the constitution of a 

particular regional identity that is in direct dialogue with 

a national representation of Colombia to foreign nationals, 

both those visiting Colombia or viewing Colombia from 

abroad. 

I address specific practices of the Carnival, 

discourses and beliefs concerning carnival participation.  I 

have been particularly interested in the ways in which 

Cumbia, as it is practiced in the carnival, reinforces ideas 

of national identity where the display of a female mestizo 

body is the ideal that circulates and takes the central 

spotlight as bearer of colombianidad, leaving behind other 

bodies and rhythms associated to “black-ness” or indigenous-

ness.  I have been also reflecting on how these 

invisibilized “cultures” have become the exotic “other” of 

the Colombian mestizo identity. 

I wished to trace how female dancing bodies’ 

intersectionality disrupts attempts to solidify the slippery 

and fluid corporeality so central to the festivity. As this 

dissertation investigates the moves of various carnival 

women--how (do they walk or ride?), where (in a ballroom or 

avenue?), who (are they laborers or socialites?), and when 

(at carnival’s opening or throughout the festivity?)--I felt 
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obligated to address the fact that even though steps are 

being taken through the state legislation to open spaces in 

society for non-assimilated types of colombianidad, there is 

still a public state discourse that presents and makes use 

of indigenous and African-descendent minorities as tokens, 

curiosities or even long forgotten ancestors. 
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2. ANTHROPOLOGICAL FICTION IN THREE SCENES 

 

As Rafael Narvaez (2006) explains, the process of 

remembering comes from the word re-member, derived from the 

idea of passing a segment of time back through the mind, a 

very logical and rational act. I prefer the Spanish option 

of re-cordar, the same action of passing a segment of time 

but this time through the heart
15,

 sensous process that 

involves sensations and sensibilities that enable the 

creation of new meanings. Knowing things by heart implies an 

idea of incorporating certain knowledge or experience that 

enables the subject to elaborate from a previous lived 

experience. Even though the etimological differences between 

re-member and re-cordar suggest certain Cartesian duality of 

body/mind, my experiment is located in the middle of both 

definitions. 

From this location I revisit, not only my experience of 

fieldwork in Barranquilla but also my experience as graduate 

                                                        
15 Take the word remember: It comes from the Latin re (to pass back 

through) and memor (mindful, mind): remember means passing a segment of 

time back through the mind. Logical as this seems, it is not, however, 

the only alternative. In Spanish, Recordar (re-cordis) means passing a 

segment of time back through the heart. Implied here is a suturing 

(Sanskrit sutra: string and memory aid), sensuous in nature, that ties 

me to an otherwise loose past. In Narvaez, Rafael.”Embodiment, 

Collective Memory and Time.” Body and Society  Vol 12 (3): 51-73, 2006. 
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student and as Latina in the U.S., and how those experiences 

have contributed to re-interpret my identity, as a 

conjunctural
16
 construction. 

In these three “vignettes” I revisit three key moments 

in my scholarly training, I remember them by heart, trying 

to use the sensations, ideas and memories to create a 

personal narrative that highlights the relevant aspects of 

the Barranquilla fieldwork experience making it a 

“believable world” as discussed by Kamala Visweswaran when 

talking about ethnography and fiction: 

 

If we agree that one of the traditional ways of 

thinking about fiction is that it builds a believable 

world, but one othe reader will accept as factual. Yet 

even this distinction breaks down if we consider that 

ethnography, like fiction, constructs existing or 

possible worlds, all the while retaining the idea of an 

alternative “made” world. Ethnography, like fiction, no 

matter its pretense to present a self contained 

narrative or cultural whole, remains incomplete and 

detached from the realms to which it points. 

(Visweswaran, 1994:1) 

 

I do not pretend to present here a coherent whole, nor 

even a complete narrative of my first fieldwork experience 

in Barranquilla.  In these three writing exercises I intend 

to think again, to bring back my experiences hoping that in 

                                                        
16 See Kamala Visweswaran, 11  
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seeing them through a different lens I will help acquire an 

alternative perspective on key issues about the formation of 

identities in Barranquilla and Colombia.  

 

2.1. Scene One: 

 

SETTING: Graduate office, North American University. 

The new graduate student stares at the form in front of her 

not knowing what to do. 

It happens every time. Ever since I started filling 

applications to come to the United States and start my 

graduate studies, I have become an expert on filing forms, 

stating my name, address, marital status, purpose of my 

visit among other repetitive information requested in the 

multiple forms to apply to the University, apply to the 

visa, apply for housing, social security number, health 

insurance among others. 

There is the uncomfortable box to check in all the 

applications, the race/ethnicity box. Why uncomfortable? 

Well it could be because of the fact that I feel hesitant to 

state my race/ethnicity status or maybe it is because I am 

not very sure about what my status is. 
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I have never thought about myself belonging to a 

specific ethnicity until I started living in United States. 

Here, ethnicity is experienced in a fixed and sometimes 

polarized way. Either you are or you are not. The 

application process to get a job, enter an university or to 

get a Social Security Number, they all include a form with 

boxes to mark one’s ethnic identity: Caucasian, Black, 

Native, Chicano, Asiatic, Hispanic or Other.  

I always stare for a few minutes at the form to fill 

and the options provided not knowing for sure where to place 

myself. One thing is for sure, I cannot check the Caucasian 

box. Even if in Colombia I could be classified as “almost 

white” given my middle class status and coffee with cream 

skin color, in the U.S. I am definitively a woman “of color” 

most of the time I my skin tone could be described as washed 

out brown, kind of yellowish or greenish, if the summer is 

close, is a beautiful canela tan (cinnamon). But this is not 

only an “epidermal reality” as Fanon
17
 would say, so what 

box can define me?  

 I do not fit the native box either because I do not 

have traceable indigenous origins (even if they are 

                                                        
17 See Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks ([1952] 2008) 
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somewhere in all people that considers themselves as mestizo 

like myself, alongside the African roots).  

Hispanic? I do not consider myself descending from 

Spaniards nor having much Spanish heritage, should I? (As a 

matter of fact, I need a very complicated visa to enter 

Spain) Chicano does not fit my origins either but 

definitively touches my political sensitivity, so, depleted 

of options and with a gesture of uncertainty, I mark the 

Hispanic box. The last few years I have been offered the 

latino box, somewhat more appropriate category and covers 

multiple realities in one big totalizing box
18
. This 

experience of being compelled to state my racial/ethnical 

identity was a turning point in the process of construction 

of my subjectivity and the perspective used to look at 

Colombia’s issues of race relations. 

My former experience of ethnicity in Colombia has been 

more ambiguous and less fixed. The intense race and cultural 

mixture –mestizaje- produced after the by the Spanish 

conquest, created a blurred ethnicity for Colombian 

population and is this mestizaje ideal the master narrative 

for nationhood so far.  
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Colombia´s ethnic heritage has a little of everything, 

some identifications more marked than others, depending on 

the context or the region. We all share the same mixture 

process but in different levels and different experiences 

affected by multiple economical, political and social 

situation that determine the mixture process. 

We could say that ethnic categories are ambiguous, 

changeable and performative; I make use of my 

identifications with African diaspora heritage to dance 

salsa, use the codes of behavior of European scholars, and 

exploit the reclusiveness of the indigenous sagacity, 

adaptation strategy popularly known as “malicia indigena
19
.” 

The discourse on mestizo identity is what is being 

enacted over and over: expressions like malicia indigena 

(native cunning) “o se le salió el negro” (the black got 

out, implying that it was hidden inside,) show how this 

ideas imply that the indigenous and African parts of 

colombians´identity are concealed deep inside, but they come 

out to show the “bad” or “wild” parts of our personality. 

Race and ethnic identification and the sense of belonging to 

                                                        
19 This expression loosely translated as indigenous cunning refers at 

the tactics employed by the indigenous population to subvert  and trick 

-in a covert manner  the rules and  impositions given by the Spanish 

crown and in recent times, by those in power. 
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a specific group in Colombia are contextualy defined, 

relationally modified and in most cases a political 

statement in the public sphere. 

Considerations of subject location and the coexistence 

of national myths of mestizaje and anti-black prejudice give 

clues about race relations in Latin America. In Brazil (as 

in Barranquilla), the “celebrated racial hybridity” coexists 

with intolerance towards the “epidermal reality” (Fanon, 

[1952] 2008) of the people.  

Latin American ideas of race are very hard to define, 

especially because the phenotypical differences are tied 

with social distinctions (Bourdieu,1984:53) social status 

and class. Brazil’s myth of racial democracy and also 

Colombia’s myth of a mestizo nation create a discourse that 

veils issues of racial discrimination and obscures the 

possibility of racial struggle. 

Peter Wade (2004) when talking about the myth of 

mestizaje (still thought about as a positive model for the 

US race dichotomy), stresses the importance to think about 

the idea of mixture as always referring to the origins: 

Mestizaje, while it appears to erase origins and 

primordial categories of race and culture, actually 

continually reconstructs them” (Wade, 356),  
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This need to find primordial origins re-deploys and re-

creates the bases for racism. The mestizaje concept, used as 

an ideology for nation formation combines mixture with the 

ideology of whitening, in which the mestizaje ideal is not a 

neutral process of combining all together, but a ladder to 

become “white mestizo” as the national ideal. (357) 

Wade quotes Garcia-Canclini when he points out how 

cultural hybridizations in Latin America may relativise and 

de-hierarchise, but also can reinforce old inequalities. 

(360). In the Colombian case, for example, mestizaje depends 

on the context used. The author states that there is a 

structural relationship between upward mobility and 

whitening. Even though there is a constant reiteration of 

the indigenous and African influences (from the past) there 

is a desire of integration towards a white future. Traits, 

movements, abilities, are sometimes connected with 

racialized origins and coexisting with different racial 

identity in the same subject. 

Discourses on race are socially constructed on 

categorical identifications based on ideas of physical 

appearance or ancestry, the boundaries of the category black 

or Indian are constantly disputed, rearranged and basically, 

very ambiguous. The fact that race identification is seen as 
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relative, adaptive and malleable in Colombia doesn’t mean 

that society’s race issues are insignificant. Furthermore, 

there is a contradiction between the official vision of 

racial democracy and experiences and patterns of social 

relations that undermine that image.  

The idea of racial democracy
20
 in Colombia is pervasive 

in everyday discourses in society that talk about the 

insignificance of race as an issue when maybe the complete 

opposite is what happens. Here the patterns of 

discrimination and tolerance towards blackness, indianess 

and mestizaje or race mixture. This interweaving takes place 

within a project of nationhood and national identity --

managed mainly by elites, -- which hold up an image of 

Colombia as essentially mestizo or mixed nation. Black and 

Indians are both excluded as non-mestizo and included as 

potential recruits to mixedness. (Wade, 1993) 

In his intervention in the 12th Anthropology Congress 

in Colombia called Defining Blackness in Colombia (October, 

2007), Peter Wade traced the circulation of ideas and 

concepts about Blackness in the Country, the social 

                                                        
20 For an interesting discussion about the myth of racial democracy in 

Brazil and a comparison between Brazil´s and U.S. racial politics see 

Hanchard (2003), Healey (2003), French (2000), Bordieu and Wacquant 

(1999) 
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scientists discourses vis-à-vis the everyday practices and 

discourses; the state usages of those concepts and the 

activists, transnational NGO’s works ,influences and 

positions. Terms like Negro, Comunidad Negra, Afro-

Colombiano and Afro-Descendiente have each an ideological 

background and presuppositions that give information about 

ideas of race in the Country.  

Post-independence Colombia did not have institutional 

spaces for the Negro category, and the liberal ideas of 

citizenship indeed, had no room for ethnic difference among 

citizens. The individual category of Negro, however existed 

in the everyday usage and denoted someone of lower class, 

but this was not as a collective category.  

 

There was a fundamental ambiguity involved in the 

constant denial and simultaneously the constant reiteration 

of blackness as a category, both in everyday and state 

practices. One might want to argue that the state was 

imposing visions of homogeneous mestizo national identities. 

(Wade,2007, 5) 

 

By the early 1970’s scholars
21
 concerned with the 

invisibility of black groups looked at black identity and 

African roots (called Huellas de Africania
22
) traced 

                                                        
21 See Arocha (1998), De Friedeman (1993) and (1993) 
22 Africanness footprints 
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Africanisms with the idea to challenge dominant version of 

Colombia as a mainly European and indigenous culture. At the 

same time, activists concerned with discrimination started 

documenting and analyzing the invisibilization of black 

communities in the national landscape. These movements 

crystallized in efforts to include black communities in the 

constitutional reforms of 1991, recasting Colombia as a 

pluriethnic and multicultural nation. The idea of blackness 

that is recognized in the constitution is one based on black 

ethnicity and cultural difference, rooted in the Huellas de 

Africania concept that essentialized African origins as the 

basis of black culture. This definition of an essentialized 

black community did not work well outside of cluster regions 

like the Pacific Coast and left behind urban populations (in 

most cases, black urban dwellers don´t have a strong 

relationship with the territories inhabited). For Wade, 

Colombian black culture was arguably formed as much from 

European and indigenous inputs, as from African ones. (2007, 

8) 

This idea of huellas de africania was strengthened by 

the emphasis of black cultural distinctiveness in the 

constitutional reform process aided by development agencies 

like the Inter-American Development Bank, the World Bank and 
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the UN, which became involved in the research and funding of 

Afro-Latin Communities. Since then, the terms Afro-

descendiente and Afro-colombiano have become popular terms
23
 

to self-identify and also categorize black communities. 

Other international agencies like the Institut de Recherche 

pour le Développement in Paris, in conjunction with the 

Colombian state elaborated studies to include black 

categories in the 2005 census
24
 based, not only the 

Africanness elements to define blackness but also taking 

into account phenotype and self-identification. This 

definition is closer to the North American definition of 

blackness but does not consider whether blackness is 

constructed through culture physical appearance or 

geographically located. 

In the structure of the questions on the official 

census still mestizaje is seen as the neutral category on 

which otherness in constructed. In the question: “According 

to one’s culture, pueblo or physical features, are you or 

are you recognized ad being: the possible answers were: a) 

indigenous, b) rom, c) raizal (native of San Andres island) 

                                                        
23 Mostly in cultural, academic circles and NGOs working with these 

topics, but not popular with the general population. 
24 See Departamento Administrativo Nacional de Estadisticas (DANE), 

Bogota:2005. 

http://www.dane.gov.co/files/censo2005/PERFIL_PDF_CG2005/00000T7T000.PDF 
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d) palenquero of San Basilio (an old palenque, a runaway 

slace settlement of colonial origin), d) black, mulatto, 

Afro-Colombian or Afro-descendant or e) non of the above.” 

(DANE,2005:5)  

However, there was no category for mestizo nor for 

white, only “non of the above” being “none” the neutral 

attribute, natural, transparent, dominant, not different. It 

is clear that mestizos and whites are the unmarked category: 

one has to positively identify as “different”, as ethnically 

distinct, as the outsider of the mestizo nation. This is a 

multiculturalism in which the “multicultural individuals” 

are those who are ethnically different from the national 

norm. (Wade,2007, 17) 

I’m particularly interested in the connections between 

modernization and race discourses in Colombia, specifically 

the influence of the mestizo nation myth to understand the 

Barranquilla case. Stereotypes, prejudism, and the 

intersections of racial and social categorizations will help 

me understand the Caribbean Coast location in relationship 

with Colombia and the constructions of race that takes place 

on the region.  

Since race categories in Colombia are not determined 

drastically by lineage and are pretty much relational and 
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relative, looking at the ways in which those understandings 

of what is to be black or white or mixed (with all the color 

spectrum possibilities involved) can clarify the connections 

between festivity, citizenship, identity and resistance; and 

enable to analyze aspects of social mobility and 

characteristics assigned most of the time to non-white 

communities of the Caribbean Coast since the 18th century. 

For Barranquilla, it’s important to note how racial 

origins are “brought up” or connected with certain 

characteristics of the Carnival participants, but especially 

how the very participants define themselves in the Carnival 

performance, how their staged personas have or don’t have 

connections with their “epidermal realities” and the way in 

which the national myths influence the way the festivity is 

staged and race is performed. Are there connections between 

staged persona and social mobility? Is race stable in the 

participants or are variants depending on the context? How 

the mestizo myth perpetuates or is contested through 

different participations of the carnival? Do Carnival 

associations and groups have any influence or participation 

in social mobilization regarding race issues? What kind of 

influence does the state have through the Fundación Carnaval 
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de Barranquilla to regulate the way in which racial 

discourses are created and or contested in the Carnival?
25
 

 

2.2 Scene Two 

 

SETTING: Host’s house. The anthropologist interviews 

the director of the cumbiamba. The anthropologist feels 

tiny. 

To know more about the Cumbia in the Carnival, I went 

to talk to Ubaldo Mendoza
26
, the director of the Cumbiamba 

“La Revoltosa” from the Rebolo Neighborhood. 

It was early afternoon and I am sitting in a rocking 

chair in the porch of Ubaldo’s house, in one of the most 

traditional working class barrios of Barranquilla.  It’s so 

hot today but I can feel the river breeze in my face, while 

I hear Ubaldo talking about his cumbiamba, called “La 

Revoltosa,” and the way it performs in the Barranquilla 

Carnival. In the back of the house, almost at the end, his 

                                                        
25 An avenue for further research deals with categorizations inside the 

Barranquilla carnival. The norms that regulate participation are 

distributed depending on the type of activity done in the festivity, the 

type of dance or the kind of group participating. Names like “danza de 

negros”(blacks dance) and “danzas de relacion” (relationsal dances, 

those attributed to indigenous communities) not only organize carnival 

participation but also elaborate and reinstate racial and class 

classifications inside the festivity and in all Barranquilla. 
26 I will use real names of the people involved in the story and not 

pseudonims given their public figure status in Barranquilla. 
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wife is doing something in the kitchen. I don’t know her 

very well, I just have glimpses of her here and there, 

bringing drinks or cooking, but I haven’t had the chance to 

talk with her yet (actually, I never got the chance to speak 

with her). Ubaldo’s daughter is sitting next to him, and she 

smiles and nods with her head, making some comments when her 

dad asks her to do so. She is the one doing all the 

accounting, organizing and designing costumes for the 

cumbiamba. I didn’t think it then but I ask myself now, why 

she, being the “brains” behind the organization she didn’t 

speak more or intervene on her own. Later that afternoon I 

had to “chase” her, and in an informal conversation I could 

ask some questions, most of the time getting the answer, 

“you should ask my father about that” but it was clear from 

the beginning that the Ubaldo was the center of the 

cumbiamba.  

When I am sitting in the living room, talking with 

Ubaldo and his daughter, and being served by his wife, 

somehow I feel “masculinized”; I’m doing a man’s job, 

sitting and chatting with the man of the house, I’m not 

allowed in the kitchen nor do the women speak freely to me. 

Ubaldo’s daughter –the one I got to meet, at least- barely 

speaks even though, she is very nice with me, spatially 
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during rehearsal time. This is going to be the closer I get 

to talk with her, even though she acts as my cumbia teacher, 

doesn’t speak much when we are alone and well, we are never 

alone in the cumbiamba rehearsal.  

One thing that I remember I liked a lot was that Ubaldo 

treated me as someone who needed to learn a lot. He looked 

at me like a daughter, or a child (for one thing he was 

right, I looked very young), and in that space I found 

myself comfortable and I let him take the lead in the 

conversations. At the beginning this situation was ideal for 

my research goals, because this was exactly was I was 

looking for, the learning process, but still Ubaldo’s 

condescending and father-like treatment later worked against 

me. 

Now I think that my “masculinized” identity didn’t 

allow much room for rapport with her daughter and the other 

female dancers. On the one hand, I was always under Ubaldo’s 

“wing,” and on the other hand, I was also a researcher, a 

university student the same age as most of them, in a 

privileged position (not to add that I was a paisa
27
). With 

                                                        
27 Paisa is the name given to the people of Antioquia region. Is 

situated next to the Atlantic region and the ‘paisas” have been the 

“colonizers” of the costeños (from the Atlantic coast), economically 
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men, it was almost the same, but opposite! They didn’t 

approach me because I was Ubaldo’s protégé and if I 

approached them, that action was read as romantic interest 

from my side. Frozen not knowing what to do, I just wanted 

to run (yes actually start running, that uncomfortable I 

was) away from there. 

It’s interesting to note here how the sense of 

illegitimacy and failure that surrounds this ethnographic 

experience arises from the same source of legitimacy of the 

classical ethnographies: I was there and I also removed my 

self from the final writing. My positionality or experience 

was never relevant (or acknowledged) to understand gender 

relations and power relations in Barranquilla. Maybe that 

had its origins in my training back at the university. 

My training in anthropology took place in the 90’s and 

Geertz was the “latest” source studied; the ethnographical 

endeavor remained too much inscribed in a classic model with 

the ethnographer as the only voice authorized to speak and 

to make interpretations. Moreover, even if the model of 

participant-observation requires a deeply engaged 

interaction with other people, the nature of those 

                                                                                                                                                                      
speaking. That is why there can be some tensions between costeño and 

paisa identity. 
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interactions was never analyzed or problematized. Power 

structures, gender relations, and the positionality of the 

ethnographer were not considered to be part of the study. 

Clifford (1988, 25-6) tells us how part of the 

ethnographical authority comes from the experiential realm 

of fieldwork (the “I was there”) and from the interpretative 

realm, when in most cases the ethnographer removes 

him/herself from the picture in order to attain broader and 

generalizing conclusions. 

Clifford seems, however, to be saying more than 

this. Substantively, he argues that from Malinowski on, 

anthropological authority has rested on two textual 

legs, an experiential “I was there” element establishes 

the unique authority of the anthropologist; its 

suppression in the text establishes the 

anthropologist’s scientific authority. (Rabinow 1989, 

244) 

 

My experience in Barranquilla turned out to be exactly 

the opposite: I wanted to remove myself from the field, to 

become invisible or to run away, but then, when I was 

writing the final text, I wanted to write it from my (non-

existent) embodied experiences of dancing in the parades or 

holding the candles; I wanted to put myself back in the 

field-text. My role in the research was to fill the gaps (in 

the interviews, the photographs, and the archive consulted), 
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in an attempt to create a reading of the carnival that 

strived for wholeness and coherency. 

Lila Abu-Lughod helped me to understand that this 

attempt to find coherence and wholeness is not what is 

interesting in the ethnographic fieldwork; moreover, those 

generalizing interpretations prevent us from grasping the 

agency and individuality on living in a culture, and that 

what it is interesting is the way that individuals construct 

their own relations within and with broader frames. 

By focusing closely on particular individuals and 

their changing relationships, one would necessarily 

subvert the most problematic connotations of culture: 

homogeneity, coherence, and timelessness. Individuals 

are confronted with choices, struggle with others, make 

conflicting statements, argue about points of view on 

the same events, undergo ups and downs in various 

relationships and changes in their circumstances and 

desires, face new pressures and fail to predict what 

will happen to them or those around them. (1991, 134) 

 

Instead of focusing on “processes of transmission” of 

dances, what would have happened if I only tried to focus on 

the process of transmission of Cumbia dance in La Revoltosa? 

Instead of trying to fill gaps and cover all the dances and 

generalize about the way they participate in the Carnival 

(and also, make sure that the investigation had pictures!) I 

would have had the time to actually participate in (and 

observe) the processes of transmission of the Cumbia and the 
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aesthetic concepts that talk about how ethnicity, identity 

and gender roles are conceived and lived. When Ubaldo talks 

about the movements that makes a Cumbia more or less black, 

the way that women have to behave and how the whole dance, 

supposedly about the centrality of women, leaves the visible 

leadership to men, I would interpret those statements and 

developed them to understand how gender, power and ethnicity 

are constructed through dance. 

That memory of running away is an interesting idea, 

because in a way, I was always running away; to another 

interview, to another group’s rehearsal or to meet with 

another researcher. This is related also with the way one 

conducts ethnography or designs the fieldwork methodology 

living so close to the field. In a way, I think that to 

conduct fieldwork in remote islands or exotic countries 

allows the ethnographer to be isolated from other social 

roles and to focus in the fieldwork. To be so close to the 

field spatially (a one hour plane trip) and culturally 

(Barranquilla is another region culturally speaking, but it 

shares many historical processes with Antioquia and both 

stories are mutually constructed) always presents some 

problems when you are designing the fieldwork. If you are 

doing fieldwork in Barranquilla, you are also in charge of 
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other duties in Medellin, and your contract with the 

university requires you to divide your time. Even if you are 

conducting research in the city where you live, usually you 

don’t live in the same neighborhood as your informants, you 

are constantly traveling back and forth, and not dedicated 

full time to do fieldwork, but also working (one has to eat 

sometimes
28
). 

Abu-Lughod didn’t talk about these practical facts in 

the dilemmas of “halfie” anthropology but I think that they 

play a very important role in the outcome of an 

investigation. I’m sure that is easier for Peter Wade
29
, an 

English ethnographer with funding outside Colombia, to 

conduct fieldwork in Colombia, than for a Colombian 

anthropologist to get funding (outside or inside Colombia) 

to conduct the same investigation.  

Leaving the practical issues aside for a moment, I want 

to return to the problem of unacknowledged positionality. 

From Visweswaran, it is clear that the act of writing always 

implies a certain position; we are always writing in one 

place about another (1994, 118). Our position is determined 

                                                        
28 A lot (not all) of ethnographic fieldwork in Colombia is funded by 

the ethnographer’s own pocket. The funding sometimes arrives when the 

ethnographer is in the last phase of the writing process and sometimes 

never arrives. 

29 I use Wade as an example of anthropologists writing about Colombia 

with outside founding but in any way this is a critique of his work. 
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by geography, culture, gender, race and class among many 

other aspects, but in any way fieldwork and writing are not 

innocent of relations of power (Abu-Lughod 1991, 142). James 

Clifford, in the introduction of the text Writing Culture, 

acknowledges a “trend” (I hope it is not only a trend) 

toward “specifications in discourse” in ethnography or 

simply to question the neutral, almost invisible personae of 

the ethnographer and make it a body that relates with other 

bodies. Positionality is coterminous with intentionality 

(and also desire); to write and read a “responsible” 

ethnography one must ask who writes, who speaks (and 

following Visweswaran and Spivak, who doesn’t), with whom 

and to whom, and under what institutional or historical 

constrains (Clifford 1986,13) 

Even though I felt very uncomfortable with the way that 

the relationships in the field were constructed, this 

feeling was not elaborated further to understand the power 

relations in fieldwork. My informants (Ventura and Ubaldo) 

constantly took me for a young girl who needed protection 

and knowledge, and I must note here that that attitude was 

very useful for me sometimes, (especially in Ubaldo’s case) 

because they talk and talk (and at the same time his 

daughter and his wife didn’t) and he wanted to show me 
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everything in a very father-like attitude, but it finally 

played against me when I tried to be free of those 

associations and relate with other people (especially 

females).  

Visweswaran highlights the difficulties for females 

doing fieldwork, where one is granted access to the 

masculine world but if that happens, it is possible that 

doors to the feminine world will close. Questions of 

positionality more often confront female than male 

fieldworkers, and the female ethnographer is more likely to 

be faced with a decision over which world she enters 

(1994:24). I entered the masculine realm but women thus made 

up their minds not to let me in their world. I always felt 

their gaze on my back, observers of the observant, on the 

margins, reluctant to participate.  

Another issue with positionality is the anthropologist 

as a body. Even if I tried not to be classified, it was 

impossible to escape my sex, age, gender, class and cultural 

identifications (paisa) that complicate (make difficult but 

also complex) the relationships in the field. With Ventura’s 
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son
30
, I had to face the fact that I was not “an 

anthropologist,” I was a 23-year old female who was 

wandering alone in the carnival, 
31
 with my sexual identity.  

I was reminded every time I went out in the street 
32
, and 

feeling a little attracted to Ventura’s son (ten or more 

years older than me). I felt that my legitimacy and “power” 

as a scholar dissolved in public spaces: I, as many female 

ethnographers (see  Markowitz 1999:168 ) wore baggy pants 

and covering blouses, or at least I tried, in a tropical and 

humid summer of 95F degrees!, trying to “ungender” my very 

much gendered self.  

I not only tried to be genderless but also to be 

invisible. Ventura’s son reminded me of that which I wanted 

so much to forget and, instead of using my gendered self to 

understand gender relationships in Barranquilla; I felt my 

power and hierarchy as researcher threatened, and my 

credibility falling apart. 

                                                        
30 Going back with the workings of memory; he was such a disturbing 

person in the field, and was so present in my mind that I forgot his 

name! 

31 Anibal, my fellow research assistant didn’t help me much with being 

“my man”, my protector on the field, because he was –and is- Lina’s 

partner. Even if it was not overtly revealed, they were and acted like a 

couple (thanks to fieldwork!) and I was like the third wheel, which made 

my “availability” more clear. 

32 In Carnival time is very common to get people in the street looking 

at you or car stopping by to make you “interesting” propositions. 
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Jull Dubishe has noted that anthropological fieldwork 

is predicated on a hierarchical structure skewed in favor of 

the ethnographer simply by defining “one person as 

researcher (‘superior’) and the other as the object of 

research (by definition somehow ‘inferior’)”.  The fact that 

is the anthropologists who set the rules without the 

complicity of their informants helps confirms that 

hierarchy, and that is a powerful side of the story of 

ethnographer-informant relationships. (Markowitz, 1999:171) 

Even as I struggled to remain “in charge” of my 

knowledge production, were the male anthropologist and male 

informants often took over, shifting the directions of my 

sight. I wanted to talk more with Viviana and her sisters, 

and I also wanted to “jump” my age, regional identity and 

methodological constraints and just dance with La Revoltosa 

or maybe accept those drinks form Ventura’s son (but not 

with the feeling of being the “sacrificial lamb” of 

ethnography). The process of knowledge construction turned 

out to be slippery and when I tried to hold it strongly in 

my hands, it kept on falling; maybe this happened because it 

is not meant to be hold by one hand, but to be constructed 

with many, in a relational manner; and it is the conscious 

situatedness of this process which makes it valuable. 
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Situated accounts by definition exclude some analytic 

elements from their purview while focusing intensely on 

others, acts of omission are as important to read as the 

acts of commission constructing the analysis. A partial 

account also locates one of the ideological processes of 

subject positioning within the production of knowledge 

itself: both for the “I” who investigates and the “I” who is 

investigated. It assumes that the relationship of knower to 

known is constituted by the process of knowing. Conversely, 

the process of knowing is itself determined by the 

relationship of knower to known. (Visweswaran 1994:48) 

 

The fact that now I am located in a scholarly framework 

in a North American academy is what enables me to look back 

and be critical with my own assumptions and practices. This 

is a privileged position that I have to be aware of, because 

it is only by being here that I have some perspective to 

understand the way in which that knowledge is constructed 

and how it circulates; how things look different depending 

on where you are located (geographically as well as 

culturally) and how things are approached differently 

depending also on your intentions. I’m no longer fighting to 

get the degree in anthropology; still my energies are 

directed towards another kind of degree. I don’t have to 

please my bosses, professors and readers back in 

Barranquilla or at the University of Antioquia, Colombia, I 

have new professors, along with new expectations and desire 

to fulfill. This time though, I hope to be able to deal with 
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my situatedness, intentionality, and desires and not to play 

against them.  

 

2.3. Scene Three 

 

SETTING: “the” field. Barranquilla, rehearsal for La 

Revoltosa cumbiamba four weeks before Barranquilla Carnival 

To know more about the Cumbia in the Carnival, Ubaldo 

invites me to La Revoltosa rehearsal. 

I listen carefully; trying to grasp every bit of 

information they are giving me. He is talking about the 

manners of a great cumbia dancer; as he talks, I try to 

picture me as a great cumbia dancer: grandiose, arrogant, 

proud, calm, strong, smooth all in one, like a person in 

total control all the time… then he asks me If I want to 

dance cumbia with their cumbiamba, its easy, the women will 

show me. For a moment there, I panicked. I wasn’t sure if I 

was going to be able to really dance cumbia. What should I 

answer? What would a professional anthropologist have 
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answered? Oh! Saint Evans-Pritchard
33
, please whisper in my 

ear! 

Ok, I am not very professional, or am I? I agree and 

start the process. The next night, in the cumbiamba 

rehearsal, I had all cumbiamba’s eyes on me, on my body and 

my movements. Ubaldo’s daughter is leading the teaching, I 

am going to participate in the cumbiamba circle with a 

partner and she will give directions while I dance. I don’t 

see his wife around. Maybe she is still in the kitchen, 

preparing drinks and food for all the people gathered here 

tonight. All night I heard Viviana’s voice over my shoulder, 

-and later all the woman voices - “trying to help me”. 

Noooo, you have to slide gracefully, but like a mountain, 

powerful. Noooo, you can’t lift your heels from the ground. 

Noooo, don’t move your shoulders strongly until the drums 

tell you to. Remember to be flirty, to tease your partner 

with your eyes. –Oh no! I don’t want to be a tease to a 

future informant!  

In the rehearsal, they used several figures to adapt 

the circle choreography to the linear movement of the 

parade. Basically, there are two lines, one of women and one 

                                                        
33 E.E. Evans Pritchard (1902-1973), British anthropologist whose 

research on the Nuer and Azande was influential in the development of 

the field of social anthropology.  
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of men. Both lines get together in the middle of the street, 

play circles around each other and then each line goes back 

to the beginning, all this going forward, to keep the pace 

of the parade. Since the women’s movements are very 

structured they seem to be very contained sometimes, 

especially in the walking. As Ubaldo told me, they should 

not look like walking, only gliding gracefully trough the 

floor. The movements, as Ubaldo said, must resemblance 

indigenousness, to move soft and proud, breast up, forehead 

to the sky and hip swinging very smooth, otherwise, the 

Cumbia style could be seen as black style cumbia, that is 

when the hips move with strong cadence and its movement 

reverberates through the body, and this is not the Revoltosa 

Cumbia style. Even this statement seemed provocative; I 

didn’t elaborate it any further in my analysis. It was a 

“taken for granted” commentary that skipped my 

interpretation. 

We tried several figures to adapt the circle 

choreography to the linear movement of the parade. 

Basically, there are two lines, one of women and one of men. 

Both lines get together in the middle of the street, play 

circle around each other and then each line go back to the 

beginning, all this going forward, to keep the pace of the 
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parade. Since the women movements are very reglamented I 

feel the need to be very contained sometimes, especially in 

the walking, as Ubaldo told me, I should not appear as 

walking, only slipping gracefully trough the floor. My 

movements –as Ubaldo said- must resemblance indigenousness, 

to move soft and proud, breast up, forehead to the sky and 

hip swinging very smooth, otherwise, my Cumbia style could 

be seen as a blacker one –one thing he did not wanted for 

his cumbiamba-. 

The swing with the hips, at least I got that right, I 

was proud of that, like a starting point. I was really 

clumsy in the pollera
34
 matters.  When should I move the 

pollera? How I choose the movements? It is all about timing, 

you have to listen and see what is going on with your 

partner and the music. Don’t forget it is a couple but you 

have to say when. Noooo, it is too soon to flirt with your 

pollera! That’s better –says Viviana- do you want to try 

holding a bottle in your head?  I just smiled at her. –I 

shouldn’t even try, only great bailaoras
35
 can do that, 

after years of practice. 

                                                        
34 big skirt with ruffles and withe enough to hold the sides when 

dancing cumbia 

35 Respected cumbia dancers 
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The next morning I could feel my lower body exhausted 

from being in the same position all night: knees slightly 

bent, feet strongly grounded but with soft movements, and 

hips released and following the beat. I felt my waist very 

tired and let’s not talk about my left knee, please.  I 

wonder how they manage to dance more than five hours in a 

row in the carnival parades; three hours last night left me 

with a stiff lower back and pain in my shoulders (shake 

them, do not shake them, bend them backwards a little, go 

back…) 

They have offered me the chance to dance with them in 

the Carnival parade. I don’t know what to do… it sounds 

really tempting, to be in the parade with all the groups, 

but, who will take the photographs for my paper? How can I 

talk later about the rest of the groups if I didn’t have the 

chance to see them? It’s better to focus in experiencing the 

whole thing with one dance or to jump a little between many? 

Oh! Y ahora quien podrá ayudarme?
36
 There are too many 

uncertainties to be answered properly by a young wanna-be-

anthropologist. 

                                                        
36 Mexican popular culture expression used to invoke the help of the 

Mexican “superhero” el Chapulín Colorado. (Chespirito TV Show) 

popularized  around Latin America during the 80’s.  
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The outcome: well I did not dance with the cumbiamba in 

the Batalla de las Flores Parade. Once in a lifetime 

opportunity wasted. Instead, I choose to take pictures of my 

new friends dancing the cumbiamba along with other groups 

like The Congos, The Garabatos and The Farotas, among 

others, in the Parade. Too scholary? Well I needed the 

pictures for my dissertation! Did I learn more from taking 

pictures than from participating in the Parade? I don’t have 

that answer (even though it haunts me every time I think 

about the Carnival). 

 

 

Fig. 2 Tamayo Duque, Ana Maria. Cumbiamba La 

Revoltosa interacting with the public at the Gran 

Parada. 1999 
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One thing is for sure. The physical endurance 

experience of dancing four hours in a row in the Caribbean 

heat, of sharing energy, food, drinks and smiles with the 

audience and with the dancers, of feeling the street beneath 

my feet, the drums all around and the people surrounding 

me…. That I could not register with my camera. 

Sonia starts dragging her left foot one step forward 

and the right foot only half step forward; she repeats this 

movement continuously with knees bent and hips swinging. 

After a while, both feet get together with very short steps, 

and suddenly, she makes a left turn on her heels, softly 

bending her torso backwards, and then, a right turn in the 

same soft way; trying to take by surprise her partner with 

her candle atado
37
. 

She goes back and forward with these steps, and when 

Pedro kneels to “charm” her, she draws a circle around him, 

grabbing one end of his handkerchief, or his hat in a flirty 

mood. 

Pedro’s movements, on the other hand, are bigger and 

almost funny. His left foot stays on the ground while his 

right foot goes back a little, only touching the ground with 

                                                        
37 bundle 
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the ball of the feet. The right foot seems to chase the 

direction of the left. His torso and hips keep the swinging 

suggested by the steps. He bents forward and backward, shake 

his shoulders, make turns on his heels, stops suddenly, 

kneels, jumps, goes behind Sonia, in front of her, circles 

her, approaches her –trying not to get burned by the 

candles-, plays with the hat and the handkerchief. 

In the first part of the dance, Sonia seems aloof, 

proud and does not pay much attention to Pedro’s flattering. 

After making a circle around the kneeled Pedro, Sonia starts 

to flirt with him, to shake her shoulders, to dance more 

opened and to play with her pollera and candle atado. She 

turns more often, she dances to the sides, backwards, and 

faster –stopping suddenly to surprise her partner. 

In the movements of the dancers, I see the community’s 

idealized personification of gender roles enacted. Serene, 

relaxed and in complete control, women in the cumbiamba are  

following the drum beat with their lower body and in the 

upper body, they use sight, shoulders, candles and pollera 

(the long Spanish skirt) to attract and also to keep their 

partner in a proper place. This kind of behavior is 

popularly attributed to the indigenous character, reserved 
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and aloof but at the same time provocative and with strong 

temper. 

Playful, athletic and strong, men are chasing their 

partners and showing them their abilities, the qualities 

that make them an interesting prospect are strongly 

associated to the characteristics commonly related –by the 

community- to black people; energetic, extrovert and 

communicative. The men’s movements present a deeper bend of 

the knees and a torso inclination (usually towards the 

woman). With the hat and handkerchief, they try to get close 

to the woman, and tease them to steal a kiss from them. 

The call-response of the cumbiamba musicians keeps 

going and the people around the dancing couples is excited 

and noisy. They clap, sing the responses of the cantaoras
38
, 

drink and support the dancers shouting encouraging 

exclamations to them. Like the beginning of the cumbiamba, 

the end is marked by the musicians. This is not an abrupt 

end; when the cantaoras and musicians stop playing and 

singing, others will take their place and keep playing until 

the night is old. When is the cumbiamba going to end? Well, 

a good answer would be “it ends when it ends”. (se acaba 

cuando se acaba). It is not about a single performance, it 

                                                        
38 singers 
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is more about enjoyment and sharing, that is why the 

beginning and the end are dictated by everyone and by no one 

at the same time. 

In the next chapter I will address the cumbia from 

another angle, addressing its physicality and its place as a 

myth of nation formation.  

Using poems, song lyrics, and musical videos, I search 

for bodily traces, imprints of moving shoulders, thighs, 

hips and feet that connect both to the ancestors and to 

national identity. 
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3. CUMBIA: MYTH OF A NATIONAL FORMATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. 

Album cover, Leonor González Mina, La Negra Grande de 

Colombia, © Copyright Philips Venezuela. 

 

Yo Me Llamo Cumbia 

lyrics by Mario Gareña 

 

Yo me llamo cumbia, yo soy la reina por donde voy, 

no hay una cadera que se este quieta donde yo estoy, 

mi piel es morena como los cueros de mi tambor, 

y mis hombros son un par de maracas que besa el sol. 

 

Tengo en la garganta una fina flauta que Dios me dio, 

canuto de millo, olor de tabaco, aguardiente y ron, 

tomo mi mochila, enciendo la vela y repica el son, 

y enredo en la luna y en las estrellas toda mi voz. 

 

Como soy la reina, me hace la corte un fino violin, 

me enamora un piano, me sigue un saxo y oigo un 

clarin, 

y toda la orquesta forma una fiesta en torno de mi, 

y yo soy la cumbia, la hembra coqueta y bailo feliz. 

 

Yo naci en las bellas playas caribes de mi pais, 
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soy Barranquillera, Cartagenera, yo soy de aqui, 

soy de Santa Marta, soy Monteriana, pero eso si, 

yo soy Colombiana, ¡oh! tierra hermosa donde naci. 

 

My name is cumbia sang Leonor González Mina, actress 

and singer, better known as “la negra grande de colombia” 

(Colombia`s big black woman) in the 1970’s. This song, 

written by Mario Gareña, a composer from the Northeastern 

city of Barranquilla, became immensely popular and a symbol 

of “Colombianhood” in the country and abroad for many 

decades. She is still heard in many celebrations and every 

time elicits sentimentality and commentaries about the 

beauty of the country and a feeling of belonging. 

Leonor Gonzalez Mina sings about cumbia as a female, an 

embodied entity that is the queen of the country, which is a 

very important statement since Colombia is precisely known 

for the importance that beauty pageants hold for the 

country. In a country of beauty queens, cumbia is the 

supreme queen, anywhere she goes. This is emphasized 

throughout the song, highlighting her deep, “natural” 

connection with the land, her Colombianhood. 

This “she-cumbia”, female impersonation of a dance and 

a rhythm, is grounded, connected to her land, the queen of 

everything wherever she goes (because her ability to get 
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around is quite extensive) and also commanding her listeners 

to move their hips: “no hay una cadera que se esté quieta 

donde yo estoy” (“No hip stays still anywhere I might be”). 

This cumbia describes herself as a teasing female, a “hembra 

coqueta”, or flirtatious woman, who is only happy when 

dancing. Another evident feature is her racial identity, 

having skin as brown as a drum’s and her maraca shoulders, 

tanned by the sun. She smells like tobacco, firewater and 

rum. This depiction sketches the image of a Caribbean 

mulata, a female that derives her power from her moving 

hips, her brown skin and her sun-kissed shoulders. 

Even though her presence is powerful as a female, her 

body is both ethereal and carnal; both celestial and earthy, 

contradictory and fragmented. The throat is a flute, and her 

voice is close to heaven. Her shoulders, hips and skin, come 

from a Caribbean beach, with the smells and tastes (tobacco 

and rum) of the Caribbean. She carries her mochila and in 

it, candles always at the ready to dance and to put her body 

at the service of the broader project of the nation, because 

first and foremost, she is Colombia. 

This powerful image of Colombianhood is popularized and 

circulated throughout Colombia and abroad (Mexico, 

Argentina, the United States and Peru, among many others) by 
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big bands styled after American bands from the 1950’s and 

1960’s; that is why this spectacular Cumbia Queen has a 

court composed of violins, saxophones, clarinets and a 

piano. The instruments love her. The whole orchestra creates 

a party around her, like a circle of cumbia music and male 

cumbia dancers that surrounds her while she dances and 

teases. 

To finish the song with a bang, the composer yells the 

name of the place where this cumbia-woman, this embodiment 

of a dance and a rhythm was born.  She was born in the 

Caribbean, no doubt. The author mentions several towns from 

the region like Cartagena, Monteria, Santa Marta, 

Barranquilla, but he lets it be known that this she-cumbia 

is Colombian, which is the song’s most important statement, 

and its last phrase. 

The she-cumbia is the embodiment of the Colombian 

nation, born of a love story between a black man and an 

India (indigenous woman). She is the womb of the nation, 

giving birth to the prototype of the Colombian mestiza. Most 

poems, lyrics, and commentaries related to cumbia create a 

certain nationalized construction of gender, or as Ann 

McClintock states: 
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All nations depend of powerful constructions of 

gender. Despite many nationalists’ Ideological 

investment in the idea of popular unity, nations have 

historically amounted to the sanctioned 

institutionalization of gender difference. No nation in 

the world gives women and men the same access to the 

rights and resources of the nation-state. Rather than 

expressing the flowering into time of the organic 

essence of a timeless people, nations are contested 

systems of cultural representation that limit and 

legitimize peoples’ access to the resources of the 

nation-state. (1995;353) 

 

In the song “Yo me llamo Cumbia”, Cumbia is female, and 

it is the rhythm and dance that has been central in the 

construction of the idea of Colombianhood for a little more 

than a century. Even though the male role is very important 

in the choreography, the representative figure of cumbia is 

the cumbiambera, the cumbia dancer, and her relationship 

with the male and the music.  

In the text Imperial Leather (1995) Ann McClintock 

analyses the figure of women as boundary marker or threshold 

figure symbolically linked to the land and relegated to the 

realm “beyond history” (30). The female figure is the 

central producer of discourse around cumbia and the mythical 

vessel of the Colombian nation, an anachronistic figure
39
, 

                                                        
39 According to this trope, colonized people  -like women and the 

working class in the metropolis- do not inhabit history proper but exist 

in a permanently anterior time within the geographic space of the modern 

empire as anachronistic humans, atavistic, irrational, bereft of human 
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outside history. Her choreography in the cumbia ring, where 

she dances around the musicians, is central. However, it is 

impossible to ignore the fact that her partner dances around 

her, the community encircles the dancers, and the onlookers 

surround the whole spectacle and are also a significant part 

of the ritual’s dynamic; not only in the version of the 

cumbia that is danced in a circle, but in the Carnival 

version as well. These series of concentric rings creates an 

image of her dancing, fertile body surrounded by the male 

dancer, the musicians on one side, with the public all 

around them. Folklorist Alberto Londoño (1986) affirms that 

it is the cumbiambera’s responsibility to keep the integrity 

of the cumbia circle while her partner is allowed to break 

from the figure and improvise at will. 

In this gendered/raced construct there is a constant 

contradiction. Leonor González Mina, “La Negra Grande de 

Colombia” sings, “Yo me llamo cumbia”. Her name is cumbia; 

she is called to embody the figure of Colombian Identity. 

Leonor is dark-skinned, and yet, the story of the cumbia 

unvaryingly remains the romantic encounter between an India 

woman and a black male, which helps to incorporate 

                                                                                                                                                                      
agency—the living embodiment of the archaic “primitive”. (McClintock, 

1995:30) 
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“otherness” into the national discourse of whitening; their 

children will be mestizo. She is the mulatto woman who, once 

again following McClintock, is the symbolic place of women 

in nationalisms; the cumbia dancer is the one that defines 

the limits of national difference and power between men 

(1995:354) and women are subsumed symbolically into the 

national body politic as a metaphoric limit, the symbolic 

bearers of nationhood, without participation in national 

agency. 

Music and dance reflect and constitute identities. 

Those music and dances are places where identities are 

racialized and sexualized. “Races are musicalized,” as 

anthropologist Peter Wade states (2000:2). According to his 

text Musica Tropical en Colombia, the processes of 

appropriation and transformation had led the rhythms of the 

Caribbean coastal region –rather marginal in the beginning- 

to become an embodiment of Colombian identity –at the same 

time different and the same. However, this is an identity 

constructed on the bases of values of whitening and 

modernization. 

Female roles are central to the construction of 

nationalism as biological or cultural bearers of the nation, 

symbolic signifiers of national difference and as 
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reproducers of the boundaries of national groups, among 

other roles. “Nationalism is thus constituted from the very 

beginning as a gendered discourse and cannot be understood 

without a theory of gender power.” (McClintock, 1995:355).  

I would add that nationalism has to be understood within a 

theory of gender power and race structure analysis.  

Interesting debates around race emerge at the moment of 

independence from Spain
40
 and can be traced in these cumbia 

bodies. 

The male’s role is easier to establish and is similar 

in most accounts. The female role is more regulated and 

closely observed. There have been multiple discourses around 

cumbia’s origins and ethnical components. In cumbia 

festivals, carnival encounters and between dance teachers 

there is a lot of focus on the roots of the dance and 

whether the drums are African or indigenous in origin, or if 

the male component of the dance is black or Spanish, asking 

questions like: Should the hips keep the beat to one side, 

in circles or evenly distributed?; should women lift their 

feet from the ground? Is this an indigenous movement?  

                                                        
40 About these debates see Marixa Lasso. Myths of harmony. Race and 

republicanism during the age of revolution, Colombia. 1795-1831. 

Pittsburg: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2007 and Aline Helg, Liberty 

and Equality in Caribbean Colombia, 1770-1835. Chapel Hill: University 

of North Carolina Press, 2004 
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This song, which was very popular in the 1980’s gives a 

detailed summary of the expected behavior for the cumbia 

dance couple: 

 

Suavecita  

Lyrics by Valentín Elizalde 

 

Que mi novia si sabe 

como se baila la cumbia 

y al sonar los tambores 

si no la invito me invita ella 

 

[My girlfriend knows 

how to dance the cumbia 

and at the sound of the drums 

if I don’t invite her to dance, she will] 

 

y como enamorado  

yo la voy apretando 

me voy acomodando  

para bailar todo el tiempo asi 

 

[And as her lover 

I begin to squeeze her 

I begin getting comfortable 

to dance like this all the while] 

 

ella que es bailadora 

de  la cumbia señora 

me dice que me adora 

pero apretao no se baila cumbia 

 

[Since she is a dancer 

of the great cumbia 

She tells me that she adores me 

but one doesn’t dance the cumbia tightly] 

 

se me suelta y se aparta 

se agarra su pollera 

y al menear su cadera 

sonriendo altanera 

me dice baila, baila 

 

[She gets loose from me and dances away 
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She takes her skirt 

and while she sways her hips, 

smiling arrogantly 

she tells me: “Dance! Dance” 

 

báilamela suavecita 

mírame sigue me acósame 

que la cumbia es sabrosita  

si se baila sueltecita y abriendo los brazos 

 

[Dance to me softly 

Look at me, follow me, flirt with me 

Because cumbia is delicious 

if you dance it loosely, with open arms] 

 

In this song the basic rules for dancing cumbia are 

described, as a woman tells his boyfriend how to dance it. 

The first moment, as in many poems and lyrics about cumbia, 

is the beckoning, the llamado, the moment when the power of 

the drums sets the mood, and the dancers are summoned 

towards the dance space. The interaction that takes place 

between the drums and the dancer is a powerful force that 

propels and initiates the movement. She is compelled to 

dance: “if I don’t invite her to dance, she will”; it is a 

beckoning that cannot be denied. The man telling us the 

story is trying to dance holding her tightly, surrounding 

the female dancer with his embrace; but she rejects his 

embrace.  

The most important thing about the cumbia, the female 

dancer tells us as she tells her boyfriend, is to dance 
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separately, loose, not touching, just teasing, chasing, 

being proud and receiving the man’s advances and flirting 

with him. She is the center of the dance, setting the pace 

and controlling all interactions with the male dancer. She 

steps away from her partner, grabs her pollera (skirt) and 

swaying her hips, incites the man to dance with her, smiling 

proudly… “Baila, baila!” Dance! Dance! Dance it softly; 

“mírame, sígueme, acósame”, and her hips are the beacon that 

guides his movements. 

A nivel de coreografía, la mezcla y el sincretismo se 

hacen fecundos en el coqueteo que insinúa las bases de la 

unión: hecha posible gracias a una suerte de “seducción 

respetuosa” entre ella (indígena) y él (negro), puesto que 

los danzantes no se tocan, se mantienen en un galanteo sin 

contacto, que puede ser visto como el respeto necesario para 

la hibridación
41
.(Zapata Olivella, 1962:200) 

                                                        
41 In terms of choreography, its mixing and syncretism is fruitful in 

the flirting that hints the bases of this union: made possible by a kind 

of "respectful seduction" between her (an Indian woman) and him (a black 

man), since the dancers do not touch, and court each other without any 

physical contact, something which can be seen as the necessary respect 

for hybridization. (Zapata Olivella, 1962:200) 
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Fig. 4. Tamayo Duque Ana María, Cumbiamba la 

revoltosa, La gran parada, archivo personal. 

 

In 2003, the Ministerio de la Cultura published several 

dance manuals: one for each “cultural region” of Colombia. 

The manual for the Atlantic Coast was written by the 

renowned folklorist Delia Zapata Olivella and her students, 

Edelmira Massa Zapata and Ihan Betancourt Massa. They 

describe the women’s steps for dancing cumbia in these 

terms: 

El pie izquierdo da un paso hacia delante [sic], sin 

levantarlo mucho del suelo. Luego el pie derecho avanza un 

paso corto detrás del izquierdo y se repite este movimiento 

continuamente.
42
 (117) 

                                                        
42 The left foot takes a step forward, without lifting it from the 

ground very much. Then the right foot takes one small step behind the 

left foot, a movement which is repeated continuously. (117) 
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This is the basic cumbia step and to it, many variants 

can be added, like el paso de la siembra orcova, where the 

women keep their feet together, placing the weight on the 

heels and turning to one side and then to the other; or the 

vuelta (turns), which starts with four cumbia steps tracing 

a circle in the same place or around the male (vueltas 

corridas). 

 Male steps are a little different: 

El pie izquierdo se mantiene en su puesto y el derecho 

se queda atrás un paso mediano, apoyándose en la parte 

anterior del pie y buscando la dirección que lleva el 

izquierdo. Se mueve primero el izuierdo y el derecho se 

arrastra detreas del otro y así sucesivamente. El izquierdo 

se mueve hacia la izquierda y sin desprenderl el talón del 

suelo y el derecho lo hace hacia el mismo lado buscando la 

direcci´øn del izquierdo. Esto se repite a la izquierda y 

derecha mientras avanza. (...) Durante todo el 

desplazamiento de la pierna izquierda, el movimiento de la 

cadera continúa de atrás hacia delante [sic]
43
. (118) 

 

Delia Zapata Olivella also differentiates racially and 

geographically the cumbia moves: 

                                                                                                                                                                      
 

43 The left foot is kept in place and the right foot is placed half a 

step back, leaning on the forefoot, in the same direction as the left. 

First, the left foot moves, and then the right foot follows behind, 

repeatedly. The left foot moves left without lifting the heel from the 

floor, and the right foot follows the same movement. This is repeated 

towards the left and towards the right as the dancer advances. (...) 

During all of the left leg movement, the hip motion continues, back to 

front [sic]. (118) 
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Este baile se ejecuta especialmente en las plazas, 

pues es un baile de masa, es decir, preferido por la 

comunidad. Tiene sus variantes según la región donde se 

interpreta, pues en lugares de mayor influencia indígena, es 

más serena, más hierática. Pero en las comunidades donde hay 

más concentración negra, toma un poco de flexibilidad. 

(Zapata Olivella et al, 2003:122) 

 

There is a need to explicitly state and differentiate 

the ethnic influences of cumbia moves: one can summarize the 

narrative of cumbia dancing in the Barranquilla Carnival 

like a very clear narrative of differentiating origins and 

racialization of moves.
44
 In the basic step, and the one 

with more visibility, the female slides with short steps, 

with both feet grounded, not lifting them from the floor and 

with both knees bent, in order to allow freedom to the hips, 

which oscillate from one side to the other, regularly and 

continuously. In the Manual de Danzas Folclólicas de la 

Costa Atlántica de Colombia, published by the Junta Nacional 

del Folclor and directed by Delia Zapata Olivella, the hip 

movement is told to be back and forth. And according to 

Ubaldo Mendoza from the Cumbiamba La Revoltosa in 

Barranquilla, this would be a “blacker” way of dancing. 

                                                        
44 For this summary, several textbooks on cumbia dancing were examined. 

The most important and referenced in the last 40 years are Baila 

Colombia by Alberto Londoño, Las fiestas y el folclor, by Javier Ocampo, 

Danzas nativas colombianas, by Jacinto Jaramillo, Diccionario folklórico 

de Colombia by Harry Davnson, La Cumbia by Delia Zapata Olivella, Manual 

de Danzas Folclóricas de la Costa Atlántica de Colombia by Delia Zapata, 

Edelmira Massa e Ihan Betancourt,  and Compendio general del Folclor 

Colombiano by Guillermo Abadía Morales. 
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The torso remains upright and elongated, slightly bent 

backwards to allow the chest to open. The movement in the 

torso is mainly concentrated on the shoulders, most of the 

time a prolongation of the arm movement in order to make the 

pollera flutter back and forth. In “more indigenous” ways of 

dancing, this shoulder movement is smoother and matches the 

shorter and slower steps. In Barranquilla Carnival, however, 

the shoulder movement is more vigorous and the steps are 

usually a little faster. 

When turning, the female supports her weight on the 

heels and the torso bends forward in a move designed to 

surprise her partner and keep him away or burn him with the 

candle atado
45
. She can turn on the same spot and also she 

can turn around the male dancer. It’s important to remember 

here that the female movements’ purpose is to tease the 

partner using the candles and the pollera skirt to that 

purpose. She attracts him or keeps him at bay depending on 

the interaction taking place at the moment and also 

depending on the dialog taking place between the bodies and 

the drums.  

                                                        
45 An atado is a candle Bundle, usually signified the economical 

capacity of the male proposing to the female, the bigger the atado, more 

money had the prospective partner.  
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The male dancer’s basic step, meanwhile, is more 

relaxed and less codified.  His left foot stays on the spot, 

not lifting the heel form the ground, while the right one 

moves a little backwards, supported on the ball of the feet 

and following the direction the left foot initiates. Usually 

the movements advance a little side to side, the whole body 

changing directions in coordination with the lower 

extremities. His torso is bent forward, and his arms are 

stretched wide to the sides, holding a hat or handkerchief. 

He bends, turns, goes backwards, forward, puts a knee on the 

ground while the female dancer circles him, tries to fan the 

underside of her pollera, escapes, goes faster and then 

stops suddenly. In other words, his job is to taunt the 

bailaora
46
 and try to steal a kiss from her.  

Mainly, the rhythm is constant and slow, allowing the 

dancers to play with their eyes, their hands, their skirts, 

their hats and handkerchiefs. The men can lift their heels 

off the ground while taking steps, which in the women’s case 

is not desirable; they also play with the drumbeats and have 

more freedom of movement. That does not mean that the female 

movements are boring, not at all; though soft, they show 

                                                        
46 Female cumbia dancer. This term denotes respect for her knowledge and 

experience. 
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strength. Their changes are subtle; the flirtation of these 

movements, the playfulness of the pollera’s movements and 

the candle atado, create an environment that incites 

romance, joy and communal gathering. 

 

CUMBIAMBA  

poem by Marta C. Alonso (2007) 

 

En el mar agitado de tambores, 

tempestad efervescente, 

llamadores y alegres 

coquetean con la sinuosa gaita 

inflamados por el ron de la parranda. 

 

[In the rough sea of drums 

effervescent tempest 

beckoning and happy drums 

they flirt with the sinewy flute 

inflamed by the rum and the party] 

 

De pronto,  

intocable y sagrada 

flotando sobre la espuma musical 

de la ola embravecida, 

haciendo proa con las manos en la falda,  

 

[Suddenly, 

Untouchable and holy 

floating over a musical foam 

coming off of the angered wave 

forming a bow with her hands on her skirt] 

 

serenita,  

atravesando la tempestad, 

volando, 

haciendo alas, 

 

[completely serene 

crossing the tempest, 

flying, 

making wings], 

 

serenita, levitando,  
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plácida hembra sonriente. 

 

[completely serene, levitating, 

Placid smiling woman]. 

 

 

Irreductible. 

Colombiana.  

 

[Irreducible. 

Colombian] 

 

Orgullosa. Serenita, cumbiambera, serenita. 

[Proud, completely serene, the cumbia dancer, 

completely serene]. 

     

This poem defines the feminine power of the cumbiambera 

as something tied to the forces of nature, akin to a storm 

in the middle of the sea: Untochable and sacred, serene and 

irreducible, in command of her seduction and the environment 

around her. 

Female dancers are glorified in the discourses about 

cumbia; they should be arrogant, proud, serene, and aloof. 

In this poem the cumbiambera (female dancer) is beckoned by 

the drums (male) to appear over the waves, as an embodiment 

of the Colombian female ideal, unreachable yet grounded, 

proud and aloof, in control through the tempest. When 

talking about cumbia choreography, there is a similar 

discourse that locates the cumbiambera at the symbolic 

center and the “geographical” center of the couple. She is 

the one directing her partner’s moves. Using the candles, 
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the hat (which she has stolen from her parejo, or dance 

partner), her shoulder movements, her gaze, as well as the 

swirling of her skirt, to taunt and flirt, teasingly 

rejecting the male’s advances in a playful give-and-take 

during the whole dance. 

In the two song lyrics and the poem presented in this 

chapter (La Suavecita, Yo me llamo cumbia and La cumbiamba) 

the cumbiambera is presented as a female surrounded by 

males, be them instruments of pleasure, boyfriends, or 

forces of nature (and I would add that the director of the 

cumbiamba group, is in most cases male). The drums, waves, 

males, pianos are all waiting for the cumbiambera’s commands 

and cues to interact, but again, she is still surrounded and 

isolated, set apart in the cumbia ring. Her hips have a 

commanding force but at the same time they are closely 

regulated by society, an icon without direct contact to the 

world outside the cumbia ring. 

Cumbia could be defined as: ritual dance of amorous 

character, where the couples avoid touching each other while 

dancing, and which evokes legendary ancestors. To talk about 

the cumbia is to confuse the senses with the enchantment of 

lighted candles; it represents dressing the night in its 

gala dresses and discovering in the bodies of the 

interpreters the magic of eroticism evident in the movement 

of the dance. Its ritual character is expressed in the 

magnificence of the dresses, hats, shoulder bags, flowers, 

choreographies and lighted candles and the way they are 

used. This proves the talent and ability of the dancers; 

likewise present in the cumbia are intangible feelings 
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evidencing the indissoluble unity between body and soul, 

which demonstrates the joy, the identity of Caribbean 

people.(Lindo in Tcherassi, 2008:24)
47
 

 

The body of the female dancer keeps with the slow 

repetitive rhythm, and the men play, interacting with the 

tambora solos and the caña de millo flute melodies, jumping, 

shaking shoulders trying to impress their partners. In the 

movements of the dancers, an ideal personification of gender 

roles is being enacted. Serene, relaxed and in complete 

control, women follow the drum beat with their lower body 

and in the upper body; they use their eyes, shoulders, 

candles and pollera (the long Spanish skirt) to attract and 

also to keep their partner in their proper place. This kind 

of behavior is usually attributed to the character of the 

indigenous people, reserved and aloof, but at the same time 

provocative and with a strong temper. Note that the upper 

body movements reflect that indigenous character, while the 

lower body is associated with the African movements and 

rhythms. 

Playful, athletic and strong, men chase their partners 

and show them their abilities, qualities that make them an 

interesting love partner. Those moves are strongly related – 

                                                        
47 This text was written by the dancer, choreographer and researcher 

Monica Lindo for a photography book on cumbiambas (see Tcherassi, 2008) 
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in Colombia-- to the characteristics of African descendants; 

energy, extroversion and athleticism. The men’s movements 

display a deeper bend of the knees and an inclination of the 

torso (usually towards the woman). With the hat and 

handkerchief, the male tries to get close to the woman, and 

teases her, trying to steal a kiss. 

 

El continuo contacto de indios y negros acercó y 

fusionó parcialmente sus expresiones musicales: la 

melancólica gaita indígena con la alegre resonancia del 

tambor africano. […]La mujer, como queda dicho, representa 

la parte idígena, con sus movimientos pasivos, que algunos 

consideran casi hierátiocs; ella lleva en alto, como 

antorcha, el manojo de esperemas (antiguamente eran mechos 

usuales en los festejos públicos) con el cual se alumbra y a 

la vez se defiende del insistente asedio del varón. A éste, 

quien durante el baile no cesa en su pertinaz galanteo le 

corresponde el aporte del ritmo negro, con las contorsiones 

y piruetas que admiten la plena libertad de expresión.
48
 

(Zapata Olivella, et.al. 2003:111) 

 

There are several ways to dance cumbia, which are 

determined by the context where the dance takes place (if it 

is a public performance, a social dance, or a contest), the 

                                                        
48 The continuous contact between Indians and blacks resulted in a 

fusion between their musical expressions: the melancholic indigenous 

bagpipes and the joyful resonance of the African drum. [...] The woman, 

as stated above, represents the indigenous identity, with her passive 

movements, which some consider almost hieratic; although she carries on, 

like a torch, a bunch of candles (formerly usual were for illumination 

on public festivals). With which shines yet insistently defends the 

siege of the male. To him, who during the dance ceases his persistent 

courtship corresponds the black rhythm with the contortions and tricks 

that allow full freedom of expression. (Zapata Olivella, et.al. 

2003:111) 
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region where cumbia is danced (be it in the inlands or in 

the Caribbean Coast, and it even changes from town to town 

of the Caribbean Coast), the space provided (a stage, the 

street, a living room, a plaza). But there are several 

principles that must be observed. 

In Barraquilla, cumbia dancing styles have strict rules 

and are closely observed. 

When I was in my final year of my undergraduate studies 

in anthropology, I went to Baranquilla in order to do 

fieldwork for my thesis about the modes of teaching and 

learning cumbia. There, I interviewed some cumbiamba leaders 

and choreographers for this purpose. Cumbia dancing has 

basic steps that should be followed but the choreography 

itself allows for some improvisation. The woman’s way of 

dancing cumbia can be seen as more regulated especially in 

the swaying of the hips, their movement in space, and the 

way their feet slide on the ground. For men, the 

specifications are looser and they have more room to 

improvise, always following the bailaora’s cue. 

 What strongly caught my attention when learning 

the basic cumbia guidelines, was the way in which bodily 

movements were racialized; how, depending on the way you 

shake your shoulders or move your hips, your dancing couldbe 
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read as a more “indian” cumbia or a “blacker” cumbia and how 

one style can be more desirable than another depending on 

the place, moment and people dancing it. 

Ubaldo Mendoza, Cumbiamba La Revoltosa’s director, 

differentiates between black movements and Indian movements 

when talking about the beginnings of cumbia in the 

Barranquilla Carnival: 

La cumbia no participaba en los carnavales, la cumbia 

era estacionaria, se hacían unas ruedas y la cumbia consiste 

en bailar en círculo alrededor de la música la música está 

compuesta por 6 músicos en los cuales hay  tambores, un 

guache, una maraca y un millo o la gaita, los tambores son 

algunos de origen africano, uno de origen indio, está el 

tambor alegre que da el ritmo, está el llamador que marca el 

compás y hay una tambora que se utiliza en muchas regiones 

de Colombia.  

Por eso se cree que es india, esa le da mayor fuerza 

al ritmo; entonces la gente baila alrededor de esos 6 

músicos, bailan haciendo  un círculo, girando, desplazándose 

el círculo en contra de las manecillas del reloj, las 

mujeres van fuera del círculo y los hombres adentro. Durante 

el desplazamiento puede haber intercambio en el baile, la 

mujer puede hacer giros sobre si, el hombre puede hacer 

giros sobre la mujer, pero siempre llegarán a la posición 

inicial. 

la mujer debe bailar con altivez, la frente en alto, 

levantando el busto, muy erguida, casi sin doblar las 

rodillas, sin levantar mucho los pies del suelo, para que de 

la impresión no de que  camina, sino que se desliza, eso 

bien practicado produce un movimiento no enérgico en la 

cadera de la mujer, sino elegante, así se describe la cumbia 

aquí porque ese movimiento que da la mujer es un movimiento 

indígena, cuando la mujer presenta un movimiento brusco en 

las caderas es porque tiene mayor participación de sangre 

negra
49
. (Entrevista Ubaldo Mendoza, Interview, June 2008) 

                                                        
49 Cumbia did not use to participate in the carnival; cumbia was 

spontaneous. Circles were formed and cumbia consisted in dancing in 

circle around the band, made up of six musicians: the drums, a guache, 

maracas, a millo or a gaita.  
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In these accounts of cumbia movements, there is a 

strong desire to explain each component through its ethnic 

origin. Always stressing the Indian/black mixture and also 

always identifying the female dancer as indigenous. In more 

recent accounts of cumbia, and the cumbia staging in the 

Barranquilla Carnival and other audiovisual productions (see 

the description of the Pollera Colorá video below), the 

female partner of the cumbia couple is the mulata, or negra, 

used as a term of endearment (but also a loaded racial term 

to differentiate women with darker skin shades from the 

“rest”). 

 

                                                                                                                                                                      
Some of the drums are of African origin, and one is of Indian origin. 

The alegre drum establishes the rhythm. The summoning drum establishes 

the pace, and there is a drum that is used in many regions of Colombia, 

believed to be of Indian origin, which gives greater strength to the 

beat.  

And so, people dance around these six musicians, dance in a circle, 

rotating, moving clockwise around the circle, the women dance out of the 

circle and the men into it . Different exchanges can happen during the 

dance. The woman can dance in circles around herself, and the man can 

dance in circles around the woman, but always coming back to the 

starting position.  

The woman must dance with pride, head held high, lifting her bust very 

straight, almost without bending her knee. Her feet never kick up too 

much dust, so that she doesn’t appear to walk, but to slide. This 

movement, when well-practiced, gives an impression, not of brisk hip 

movement, but of elegant sliding.  

Cumbia is defined here, by this indigenous movement, when the woman has 

a sudden movement in the hips. When the woman makes a sudden hip 

movement, it is because there is a greater influence from her African 

blood. (Ubaldo Mendoza Interview, , June 2008) 
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La Cumbia (fragment)(1944) 

Jorge Artel  

 

Amalgama de sombras y de luces de esperma, 

La cumbia frenética 

La diabólica cumbia 

Pone a cabalgar su ritmo oscuro 

sobre las caderas ágiles 

de las sensuales hembras 

 

[Amalgam of shadows and waxed lights 

The frenetic Cumbia, 

The diabolical Cumbia, 

makes one ride its dark rhythm 

on top of agile hips 

of sensual females]. 

 

 

Y la tierra, 

como una axila cálida de negra, 

su agrio vaho levanta, denso de temblor, 

bajo los pies furiosos 

 

[And the Earth 

like a black woman’s warm armpit 

lifts its bitter stench, dense with trembling 

under her furious feet] 

 

que amasan golpes de tambor. 

[which amass drumbeats] 

 

¡Cumbia! —¡danza negra, danza de mi tierra!— 

[Cumbia – a black dance, a dance of my land!] 

 

¡Toda una raza grita 

en esos gestos eléctricos, 

por la contorsionada pirueta 

de los muslos epilépticos! 

 

[One race shouts! 

in these electric gestures, 

for the contortioned display 

of these epilectic muscles] 

 

Late un recuerdo aborigen, 

una africana aspereza, 

sobre el cuero curtido donde los tamborileros, 

—sonámbulos dioses nuevos que repican alegría— 

aprendieron a hacer el trueno 
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con sus manos nudosas, 

todopoderosas para la algarabía. 

 

An aboriginal memory beats on, 

an African wish, 

on the drummers’ warm leather 

New, sleepwalking Gods expressing their joy 

They have learned to make thunder 

with their own knotted hands 

Allpowerful when it comes to celebration.] 

 

¡Cumbia! Mis abuelos bailaron 

[Cumbia! My grandparents danced to it] 

la música sensual de viejos vagabundos 

[sensual music of old black bums,] 

que eran negros, terror de pendencieros 

[with the fear of ne’er-do-wells ] 

 

y de cumbiamberos 

en otras cumbias lejanas, 

a la orilla del mar… 

 

[and of cumbiamberos 

in other, faraway cumbias 

next to the ocean…] 

 

 

This poem was written by Afrocolombian poet Jorge Artel 

and is part of the book Tambores en la noche, published in 

1940, situating black sensibilities, stories, musical and 

corporeal traditions in the Colombian literary landscape. He 

highlights the mestizaje process as central to the 

construction of a national identity which is devoid of 

exoticisms but which, at the same time, uses an Afrocentric 

perspective.  
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En esta primera edición de Tambores en la noche, Artel 

habría de formular un discurso sobre lo afro basado en 

cuatro elementos centrales: “la música con toda su carga 

cultural africana, su identidad como ser mulato y la 

nostalgia del mar de Cartagena” (Dávila Gonçalves, quoted in 

Julio Díaz 2009:97)
50
 

 

The Afrocentric perspective is evident in his poem on 

cumbia; the main highlighted features are sensuality, 

frenetic energy and an “earthly” conception of cumbia. This 

is not an ethereal dance, like in the song “yo me llamo 

cumbia”, nor a fragmented, God-given body closer to heaven. 

There is no search for the voice that connects us to thesky; 

in Artel’scumbia the only gods are the tamboreros, the 

drummers, new gods that explode with joy. Their almighty 

sacred hands create joy and happiness. 

This is definitely a black cumbia, filled with 

africanistic sensibilities, to use the term developed by 

Brenda Dixon-Gottschild to “describe resonances and 

presences, trends and phenomena. It indicates the African 

influence, past and present and those forms and forces that 

arose as products of the African Diaspora”. (1996: xiv) 

                                                        
50 This first edition of Tambores en la noche, Artel formulated a 

discurse about the afro [philosophy] based in four central elements: 

“the music, charged with all its african culture, his identity as a 

mulatto and the nostalgic rememberance of Cartagena sea”.(Dávila 

Gonçalves, quoted in  Díaz;2009:97) 
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In the poem, there is a tension between the black 

element, seen as a threatening, dark, frantic, demonic 

rhythm, possessing the bodies of the black women, alluding 

to the importance of energy and the cool attitude where 

detachment and intensity come together from opposite ends to 

create new meanings (Dixon Gottschild 1996, 13). For Artel, 

cumbia is both the threat of seduction and the sacredness of 

the connection with the land, their ancestors and a creation 

of memory. 

In Artel’s poem, the black element can be seen as a 

threat, the so-called demonic element of African culture as 

defined by the Catholic Church. In fact, it is interesting 

to note the reference made by General Posada Gutiérrez about 

the cumbia-like dances and gatherings in the Popa Hill at 

the celebration of the Virgen de la Candelaria, a European 

religious festivity, a precursor to the Carnival 

celebrations, strategically timed to silence the so called 

adoration to the demon Buziraco in La Popa, (Gutierrez 

Sierra 2008:7) 

In La Popa, the Agustinianos founded a convent that 

regulated these activities and they turned the celebration 

between Afrocolombian descendants and natives into a 

religious celebration. So, as Jorge Artel writes, the 
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demonic, dark component of the cumbia was in a way, 

domesticated, contained and regulated through the 

celebration of the Virgen de la Candelaria. One could say 

that the hips are regulated under the ecclesiastic rule and 

its movement diluted and softened into the delicate sway so 

idealized in today’s rules of cumbia dancing; the hips’ 

movements have a suppressed energy, with no strong rhythms, 

conveying eroticism at the same time that they hide the 

threat of the Other(s) sexualities behind this veil of soft 

seduction. 
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3.1 Cumbia Caribe 

 

Fig. 4. La Pollera Colora’. Videostill. Produced 

by: la esquina del cine. www.laesquinadelcine.com, 2011 

 

La Pollera Colora’ 

Lyrics:Wilson Choperena 

Music: Juan Bautista Madera 

 

 

A-a-yyyyy  

 

Al sonar los tambores  

Esa negra se amaña  

Y al sonar de la caña  

Va brindando sus amore'  

 

[As the drums play 

This black woman gets cozy  

And as the sugarcane plays 

She offers her love] 

 

Es la negra Soledad  

http://www.laesquinadelcine.com/
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La que goza mi cumbia 

Esa negra zalamera, oye caramba!  

Con su pollera colora'  

 

[She is the black lady known as Soledad  

Who loves my cumbia  

That flirty black woman  

With her red skirt on]  

 

 

Por eso le digo, mi negrita goza, oye caramba  

(con su pollera colora') 

[And so I say: my girl loves the party  

(with her red skirt on)] 

 

Ay, cómo sandunguea esa negrita Soledad  

(con su pollera colora')  

[How black Soledad gets down  

(with her red skirt on)] 

 

De allá pa'cá la negrita, pone a goza'  

(con su pollera colora')  

[Back and forth, this black girl makes everyone enjoy 

themselves  

(with her red skirt on)]  

 

No me niegues, oye morenita, y ven pa'cá (con su 

pollera colorá')  

[Don’t deny me, honey, and come here (with her red 

skirt on)]  

 

Amáñate Soledad!!!!!  

[Stay awhile!!!]  

 

Cuando le canto a Soledad  

Es que estoy yo contento  

Porque con su movimiento 

Respiración ella me da  

Negra color de canela  

Con ritmo sabor a pimienta  

Como estás de contenta, oye caramba!  

Con su pollera colora' 

  

[When I sing to Soledad 

Is when I am happy 

Because it is with her movement 

That she gives me breath  

Cinnamon-colored black girl  

With the taste of pepper] 
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How happy you are, my God!  

(with her red skirt on)]  

 

Por eso le digo mi negrita goza, oye caramba  

(con su pollera colora')  

[That’s why I tell her: “Enjoy yourself my black 

girl!”  

(with her red skirt on)]  

 

Ay, cuando se menea esa negrita soledad  

(con su pollera colora')  

[Oh, when black Soledad sways!  

(with her red skirt on)]  

pa’lla y pa’ca esa negrita pone a goza’ 

(con su pollera colora')  

[Back and forth, she makes everyone enjoy themselves  

(with her red skirt on)]  

 

Oye, esa negra que me deja goza'  

(con su pollera colora')  

[Man, that black girl lets me enjoy myself  

(with her red skirt on)]   

 

Ay, como me gusta esa negrita Soledad  

(con su pollera colora') 

[Oh, how I love that black girl Soledad  

(with her red skirt on)] 

 

2010 marked the 50
th
 anniversary of the cumbia entitled 

“La Pollera Colorá” (“The Red Skirt”), named by some as 

“Colombia’s unofficial national anthem”. Its melody was 

composed by clarinet player Juan Bautista Madera in 1960, 

inspired by Mirna Pineda “la morena maravillosa”, the 

wonderful mulatto woman. The lyrics were added a little 

later, written by Wilson Choperena.
51
 The dark features and 

                                                        
51 La pollera colorá fue compuesta originalmente en versión instrumental 

en 1960 por Juan Bautista Madera Castro, clarinetista de la orquesta del 

músico corozalero Pedro Salcedo, de la cual Wilson Choperena era el 

http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clarinete
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corozal_(Sucre)
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“epidermal” references of an African descent are emphasized 

in the description of the woman’s body. 

To celebrate the anniversary, Cerveza Aguila (the 

biggest producer of beer in the country, and the principal 

sponsor of the Barranquilla Carnival and the National Soccer 

Team) produced a musical video of the song “La Pollera 

Colorá”, paying homage to this “national anthem”. 

In this video the racial dynamic presented in the 

cumbia’s discourse is inverted, narrating a love story 

between a mulatto female and a criollo male instead of an 

Indian woman and an African male. 

Every paragraph of the song talks about his (the 

singer’s) love interest for a negra or negrita (black woman 

                                                                                                                                                                      
cantante y que tenía como base el bar Hawái 

de Barrancabermeja, Santander. 

La melodía, inspirada en Mirna Pineda alias " La morena maravillosa" y 

convertida en gran éxito en el puerto petrolero, se interpretó sin letra 

durante varios meses, al cabo de los cuales Choperena le puso letra con 

el permiso de Madera. A mediados de 1960 se hizo una grabación 

rudimentaria de La pollera coloráen Radio Pipatón; posteriormente se 

grabó otra versión en un estudio de Medellín con la intención de que 

fuera un éxito en las Fiestas del Petróleo que se desarrollan en agosto 

en Barrancabermeja. La grabación tomó unas 5 horas.2 3 

Después de las fiestas, el director Salcedo, quien no creía en el tema, 

viajó en 1961 a grabar en Barranquilla cinco canciones de su autoría con 

el sello Tropical, con Choperena como cantante y Madera en el clarinete. 

Entre los cinco temas no estaba La pollera colorá, sin embargo, Salcedo 

se decidió a grabarla por sugerencia de Madera ya que uno de sus temas 

no había gustado al técnico de grabación, y solicitaba cambiarlo, pero 

Salcedo no tenía más canciones propias. Esta sería la versión definitiva 

que le dio la vuelta al mundo, grabada en acetato en un disco de 78 RPM. 

Navarro, Manuel.”Así se compuso la legendaria canción ‘la  pollera 

colorá’. In: El Tiempo newspaper.  Dec 7th, 2011. Accesed june 2nd, 

2012. 

http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barrancabermeja
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santander_(Colombia)
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medell%C3%ADn
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/La_pollera_color%C3%A1#cite_note-1
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/La_pollera_color%C3%A1#cite_note-dios-2
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barranquilla
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or little black woman), a term of endearment that also 

represents a very specific and loaded racial term in 

Colombian society. 

Darker women in Colombia are referred to as negra or 

negrita, sometimes used as a term of endearment and 

sometimes as an insult, depending on the context, but it is 

always used within a racialized context in which the namer 

is whiter than the named. 

As in the poems and lyrics previously cited, the female 

is summoned by the drums, and the caña de millo (cane flute) 

gives her the cue to start flirting (“brindar sus amores”, 

literally to give her love). She is described as a “negra 

zalamera”, a flirtacious black woman, and can be recognized 

by her capacity to “gozar”, a constantly-repeated term in 

the Barranquilla carnival. This word contains both pleasure 

(mainly erotic in nature but not reduced to it) and 

enjoyment. The “negra zalamera” goza the cumbia. So, in the 

first part of the song, the black woman shares her love and 

“goza” the dance, making a strong link between cumbia and 

erotic pleasure. And not only does she “goza” but she also 

“pone a goza” meaning she gives others enjoyment (ambiguous 

enjoyment -maybe erotic but never specifically, as the word 

conveys). From here to there, “de allá y pa’ca’”, echoes the 
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pollera movements back and forth, but also suggest 

provocative pelvic movements. 

She has cinnamon skin and a spicy rhythm, gives men 

happiness and with her movement “respiración ella me da” 

(she gives me oxygen). The singer is always asking her not 

to reject him and to accept his flirtations: “vení pa’ca” 

(come over here). 

This song permanently plays with double-entendres that 

have become so familiar that they are no longer associated 

to their original meaning. In my case, I grew up hearing 

this song, and it was only after carefully analyzing it for 

my dissertation, and by comparing the slight changes in 

lyrics among different singers, that I realized the strongly 

eroticized content of these playful lyrics. If fifty years 

ago they held a dangerous erotic content, inspired by a 

mulatto woman in the port of Barrancabermeja, they no longer 

do, as the song became a national icon of Colombianhood. 

The video for the song’s 50
th
 anniversary is a love 

story, like most cumbias. Unlike most cumbias (and following 

Choperena’s lyrics), there is no longer an Indian woman and 

a black male; the lovers are a whiter mestizo male and a 

mulatto woman: a “negra” or “negrita”, as Choperena calls 

her in the song. 
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This love story is framed by tokens of Caribbean 

“authenticity”, explicitly setting the love story in the 

Atlantic Coast, specifically on the shore, and given the 

characters portrayed, probably very close to Barranquilla.  

In the first scenes, and in line with the first 

paragraph of the song, a group of men walk toward a table 

and chairs located on the beach festively, start playing 

dominós and drinking beer, a very common stereotype of the 

costeño male. The five males are all dressed in white and 

have a lighter “coffe-and-cream” skin; even though they look 

sun-tanned, it is easy to recognize them as light-skinned 

mestizos. They are in some kind of celebration, with people 

in the background standing around having fun. Before the 

female character enters, we see the sea and a small boat, a 

sort of transition for the female character to be presented, 

associating her with the “natural” landscape. 

She is shown with her back to the camera and walking 

away from a, once again, “authentic” costeño house, with a 

straw roof and brilliantly colored walls. She is carrying 

some kind of red fabric on her arms. She crosses the screen 

and the third “character” of the love story is presented: 

the music, through the images of Tamboras, a clarinet and 

maracas. 
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To further set this cumbia love story within the 

Barranquilla Carnival, the cumbiambera gives her pollera to 

an older lady (dressed incumbiambera attire) for her to fix 

and decorate, while the men keep on playing dominoes and 

drinking Aguila Beer, as the musicians prepare their 

instruments. 

 

Fig. 6. La Pollera Colora’. Videostill. Produced 

by: la esquina del cine. www.laesquinadelcine.com, 2011 

 

At this moment, in the background, a red apparition 

disturbs their game. They all turn to see the “negrita” with 

her pollera colora’ walking towards the gathering of people 

celebrating. Once again, the transition scene used to 

introduce the female mulatto dancer is a landscape scene, 

after which she takes center stage and begins dancing and 

teasing the males sitting at the domino table, accompanied 

by a cumbiamba group from the Barranquilla Carnival. 

http://www.laesquinadelcine.com/
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Two men from the cumbiamba drag the main male character 

from the domino table towards the dancefloor, and he begins 

dancing cumbia with the woman. This scene is staged as a 

spur-of-the-moment whim, in order to suggest that the cumbia 

has the power to possess any man, from anywhere. They begin 

dancing framed by the cumbiamba. The cumbia movements made 

by the couple are ‘by the book”: soft and fluid. However, 

the female dancer’s facial expressions are a little bolder 

than ones regularly seen in a cumbia dance. In the end, the 

happy couple keeps on dancing under a Caribbean sunset and, 

as in every PG-rated love story, it all ends with a kiss. 

The inversion of race roles and the vanishing of the 

black male, displaced by the whiter mestizo male locates and 

replicates, once more, the gendered/raced power structure in 

the heterosexual couple of a lower class/ darker skin color 

female with a higher class/ lighter skin color male, a 

desired mating to whiten the offspring and conform to the 

national project of a light-skinned mestizo nation. 
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3.2 Origin(s) 

A yeya 

Poem by Gilbert Martínez (2004) 

IV 

En medio de este velorio 

Sonó el repique del tambor, 

Se van los pies con las penas 

Y en la cadera el corazón 

 

[IV 

Amid this wake 

The beat of the drum sounds 

The feet depart with the sorrows 

And with the hips, so does the heart] 

 

V 

La pollera entre tus manos 

En tus pies baila la patria,  

girando haces remolino, 

Se armó en el cielo  

una gran cumbiamba 

 

[V 

The skirt in your hands 

The country dances in your feet, 

Whilwinds as you turn, 

A great cumbiamba is formed in the sky] 

 

VII 

Traigan velas p’al cumbión 

Óyeme Juancho toca la gaita, 

Cuidao’ los queman señores 

Llegó la Reina Delia Zapata 

 

[VII 

Bring candles for the cumbión 

Hey, Juancho play the gaita, 

Be careful not to get burnt 

Reina Delia Zapata is here] 

 

 

This poem was inspired by folklorist Delia Zapata 

Olivella’s death; she was the one who formalized the cumbia 

canon with its accent from an Africanist and native 
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perspective, but with a clear black centrality in the 

dance’s components. In this poem, as well as the one by 

Jorge Artel, the connection between feet, hips, the ground 

and the drums is a powerful one. With the feet, all sorrows 

leave, and the heart is located in the hips. Like in the 

song “yo me llamo cumbia” Delia is the queen, a powerful 

figure that might burn with the candles, and in her turns 

and her feet, the motherland dances. She is cumbia’s 

representative for the Colombian nation and is herself the 

authorized voice to talk about it. In a country where 

minority voices were ignored for many years, she and her 

brother managed to make an important and recognized 

contribution to black culture in Colombia and an 

actualization of the symbolic tri-ethnic components of 

Colombia’s identity. 

Barranquilla Carnival researchers, Mirta Buelvas, 

Margarita Abello y Antonio Caballero (1982: 47) look at the 

cumbia as the “musical prototype” of the fusion of three 

cultures; for them (and in consonance with Zapata Olivella 

and Ocampo López), the drum’s percussion has an African 

accent, the flute melody is of Indian origin. The 

choreography is divided into its African and Indian 
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components, also incorporating the Spanish element 

represented by the use of the hat and the Spanish clothing. 

This discourse around cumbia (its history, ways of 

dancing, dress codes, music and singing) is loaded with 

ideas of race, specifically of the intermixing process in a 

mythical past that cannot be clearly defined but which is 

the foundation of the mestizaje myth. Zapata Olivella’s 

explanation of cumbia’s origin has been retold numerous 

times in printed media, history books, folklore manuals, 

tourism brochures, documentaries, television, among others. 

Everywhere, cumbia dancing is mentioned: the love story 

between the India woman and the African male within the 

context of Spanish rule is repeated again and again. 

 

La comprobación del origen de la cumbiamba se liga a 

la integración del coctel americano y llega a las raíces de 

nuestro ancestro triétnico, cuyos tres ingredientes, 

mezclados ya en diferentes proporciones, forman la síntesis 

de la nación colombiana. El tañido propio de los 

instrumentos que acompañan con su música la coreografía de 

la Cumbia, así lo desmuestra: tambores de acento negro, 

flauta de gemido indígena, vestido y canto de estilo 

hispánico. En el baile la mujer representa el parte 

indífgena y el varón ocupa el puesto negroide
52
. (Zapata 

Olivella et. al., 2003:111) 

                                                        
52 The verification of cumbiamba´s origin is linked to the constitution 

of the American cocktail and reaches the roots of our tri-ethnic 

ancestor, whose three mixed ingredients, mixed  in different 

proportions, make up the synthesis of  the Colombian nation. The 

characteristic sound of accompanying instruments for cumbia dance proves 

the fact: drums with black accent, indigenous cry of the cane flute, 

hispanic dress and singing. In the dance the female represent the 

indigenoud part and the male acts the part of the black man. 
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Delia Zapata Olivella addresses the tri-ethnic 

component, emphasizing the importance of the African one, 

frequently downplayed in cumbia accounts and historiography 

before the 1960’s. Delia, along with her brother, writer 

Manuel Zapata Olivella had extensive experience in 

documenting dances and rhythms from both coastal regions of 

Colombia, highlighting the importance of African legacies in 

Colombian popular culture. 

In fact, the text that consolidated a discourse 

emphasizing the centrality of dance as representation of the 

mestizaje processes and of nation building in the country 

was her article “Cumbia, síntesis musical de la nación 

colombiana,” published in 1962 in Revista Colombiana de 

Folclor. This explanation, which highlights the African 

component, became the standardized account of cumbia’s 

origins. 

Some scholars trace the term Cumbia to Bantu origins, 

to the term cumbé, a rhythm from Mbata, Equatorial Guinea, 

and the term nkumba, which was changed to cumbancha in the 

new world, a term related to an erotic dance from Congo. 

(Zapata Olivella, 1962: 191) 
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Cumbia´s mestizo origin is insisted upon and according 

to some scholars, in the upper Magdalena River, specifically 

around the town of El Banco. It is there where, since 1976, 

the Festival de la Cumbia takes place. For Caribbean 

historian Orlando Fals Borda (1986:120) cumbia’s roots can 

be found in the communities of the Sinú River Valley and 

ascribes to this dance and rhythm ethnic elements form 

black, mestizo and indigenous cultures from the momposina 

depression. 

It is considered to be of mestizo origin, and, as 

mentioned above, some scholars trace its origin to the 

indigenous cultures around the Sinu River. But the origins 

of the term cumbia itself have been attributed by several 

folklore scholars to communities in Western Africa, 

specifically continental Guinea. According to the folklorist 

Delia Zapata Olivella, the Cumbia dance appeared in colonial 

times, and can be found along the Colombian Caribbean Coast 

even though it has migrated to Mexico and Argentina over 

time and has developed new variations like Cumbia Grupera 

and Cumbia Villera among others. 

No se encuentra en el diccionario castellano el 

vocablo cumbia, ni suderivación o variante, cumbiamba. La 

única voz similar a cumbia, que acoge la Academia Española, 

es la de cumbé: Cierto baile de negros y tañido de este 
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baile.” Y los cumbes [sin tilde], se llaman los negros que 

habitaban en Bata, en la Guinea continental española. 

 

Si se atan cabos, se puede deducir que la cumbia 

de origen mestizo y más tarde sometida al influjo 

hispánico ha debido pasar por sucesivas etapas de 

evolución, desde su lejana inspiracíon africana hasta 

su conjunción con las modalidades indígenas americanas 

y posteriormente con la predonimnate interferencia de 

los amos coloniales
53
.(Zapata Olivella et al,2003,109) 

 

According to historian Camargo Franco, 

Al principio es de suponer que la cumbia debió 

surgir embrionariamente del tarareo (o laleo) de una 

tonada, de una simple expresión ritmática, que 

posteriormente pasó a ser acompañada de sus tambores. 

Es de recabar que la música y los bailes de los 

negros era la forma tradicional de convocar a sus 

deidades ancestrales. Más adelante, cuando ya el 

esclavo pudo familiarizarse con su entorno y encontrar 

en su nuevo hábitat una caña Sonora similar a la del 

boyiyel que tañera en su patria, iría a agregársele la 

manifestación melódica de su equivalente, la flauta 

traversa caña’e millo, emisora de un sonido totémico, 

bronco y selvático
54
. (Camargo Franco; 2002:8) 

                                                        
53 One does not find the Word cumbia in the spanish dictionary, nor its 

variants, cumbiamba. The only similar term to cumbia which the Spanish 

Academy accepts is “cumbé”: a certain black dance. And “cumbes” (without 

an accent mark) are the black people from the land of Bata, in 

continental Spanish Guinea. 

Therefore, one can ascertain that cumbia is a mestizo phenomenon, which, 

later exposed to the Hispanic influx, has had to undergo a successive 

process of evolution, from its earliest African origins, through to its 

meeting with American indigenous modes, and after, with the predominant 

interference of their colonial masters. .(Zapata Olivella et 

al,2003,109) 

 

54 Presumably, cumbia embryonically arises from the humming of a tune; a 

simple rhythmic expression, which later came to be accompanied by their 

drums. 

It is important to point out that the black population’s music and dance 

was the traditional way to summon their ancestral 

deities. Later, when the slave became familiar with their surroundings 

and found a new place to dwell, was able to adapt a cane flute simmilar 

to the boyi-yar of Africa, (Camargo Franco; 2000:8) 
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Other scholars trace its origins to “areitos”, dances 

and songs from funerary ritual of the Caribbean Indians. 

Historian G. Pombo Hernandez traces the word cumbia to 

Indian roots meaning good music and songs for the spirits, 

spaces for funerary rituals between the tairona, chimilas, 

pocabuyes, zenúes and other Caribbean Indians from the 

Momposina region and small towns around Cartagena. 

(1965:54). 

Depending on the scholar’s focus, or the context of the 

research, musical instruments such as the Caña de Millo 

(cane flute) are traced to Burkina Faso or Ghana (George 

List,1987:90) or to the Wayúu indians from the northern 

region of Guajira (Abadía Morales; 1991: 30). Other authors 

(see Turbay and Jaramillo, 1986) have found connections 

between Indian communities in Coastal regions and cumbia 

moves, For José Barros, composer and creator of the Festival 

de Cumbia in El Banco, a town in the department of 

Magdalena, cumbia does not have an African ancestry but an 

indigenous one, from the Pucabuya community, betraying a 

desire to align his theory with the criollo or whiter aspect 

of the proposed mixture.  For most authors, the most 
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important influences are African and indigenous (see 

Escalante, 1954; Zapata Olivella, 1962; List, 1994; De la 

Espriella, 1999, among others), while the Spanish influence 

comes last and is seen as an intrusion, a repressive 

presence and a source of law and coercion. These takes on 

the significance of cumbia gives the word mestizaje a clear 

African and native emphasis and, in a way, respond to the 

idealized romantic myths regarding racial mixing and 

national identity in Colombia.  

Cumbia, a musical rhythm and a dance form, has 

experienced processes of appropriation and transformation in 

different contexts and regions; and the way in which those 

contexts imply a specific “ethnicity” of the Cumbia tells us 

a lot about racial structure and dynamics in the country.  

If the hip gyrates, or moves from side to side, if the beat 

is played before the movement or if it is softly distributed 

throughout the movement of the oscillating of the hips. The 

way in which the shoulder movements respond to and interact 

with the drums, or how softly or strongly one moves: all of 

these are social cues about cumbia’s ethnic identity. The 

shoulders, the hips, the balancing, the synchronicity 

between movement and rhythm, the ways the space is used and 

the interaction between the dancing and the music are 
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factors that racialize the dancing bodies, setting them 

within a specific racial structure of the Colombian 

Caribbean. 

The stronger aspect being highlighted of this tri-

ethnic mixture is the African component, constantly 

mentioned by the aforementioned autors. 

Scholars, dancers, mass media and society in general 

have shifted perspectives on national identity in the last 

fifty years, a good example is the 1991 national 

constitution, in it, Colombia is define as a pluriethnic and 

multicultural nation, however the meaning of the terms 

remain ambiguous in the everyday perception.  

While all histories and accounts of the creations of 

cumbia mention a love encounter between an Indian female and 

a black man, there is a contradiction between the love story 

and the staging of cumbias, poems and songs where the female 

is addressed as “negrita” or is said to have skin as dark as 

the skin of the drums. 

It is of interest to note here that the songs, poems 

and the ways in which the female hips and the drums 

coordinate, all speak of a africanist aesthetic of dance as 
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proposed by Brenda Dixon-Gottshild
55
 embodied not only in 

the male moves in cumbia but also in the female relationship 

with the music and the focus on the hip movements
56
, among 

other characteristics such as the aesthetic of the cool in 

the cumbiambera attitude, the polycentric and polyrhythmic 

movements of her body. 

What is striking in this cumbia stories is that even 

though historians from the 1950’s to the present have been 

pointing out the importance of the African and Indigenous 

components in cumbia aesthetics, the national discourse is 

eminently one about whitening. The idea of a mestizaje that 

tends towards the criollo ideal is one of an assimilated 

                                                        
55 the author, proposes to look at certain aspects of the moving body 

through the africansit perspective to understand certain aesthetic 

principles that speak about an africanist worldview. 

 
56 Dance scholar Melissa Blanco Borelli, in her dissertation about the 

place of the hips in the creation of meaning in Cuba states: “By the end 

of the nineteenth century, the mulata’s hips were eroticized and 

nationalized, while the originating African (dark-skinned) female body 

that bore witness to the sexual violence committed onto her became 

invisibilized. Her hips were not the erotic flesh that tempted black and 

white men alike, while her butt, a fleshly protrusion that had been 

deemed “abnormal” due to normative standards of corporeal beauty, was of 

no use-value in the market of nationalized desire. Furthermore, the hips 

of the mulata enable the elision of the “African” while still 

maintaining an othered fascination with a racialized body part that’s 

not so “African” and culturally undervalued. This is not to say that the 

butt is not eroticized as well, yet in its eroticization and fetishizing 

lie a discourse of abjection. Simone de Beauvoir wrote that “the 

buttocks are that part of the body with the fewest nerves, where the 

flesh seems an aimless fact” (Beauvoir qtd. in Negrón-Muntaner 189)--

aimless perhaps, yet extremely discursive. By historically situating the 

butt in the Western cultural imagination, the butt traverses several 

roles: a site of investigation, a site of abjection, a novelty, and 

ultimately a commodity in the culture of late capitalism. “(1996) 
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mestizo, of lighter skin, with European manners and urban 

dwelling.  

It is necessary to think about the need present in the 

cumbia narratives to differentiate ethnically men from 

women, and for what purposes. Different possibilities of 

intermixing are usually invisibilized or not mentioned when 

talking about the cumbia’s roots. It seems impossible to 

think about an Indian male and a black female, or a criollo 

male and a black or Indian woman in this tale of the 

creation of the Colombian population.  

Cumbia rhythm and dance is popularly known as the 

result of a long fusion process of three cultural elements 

that began with the Spanish Conquest. The encounter of 

indigenous culture with African Culture since Cartagena and 

Barranquilla were the main ports of entry of the Slaves from 

Africa; and the Spanish Culture (the officials of the Crown 

in colonial times and in the criollos
57
 after the 

independence). This environment created specific cultural 

                                                        
57 “In Latin American usage, criollo literally means native to the 

Americas and is generally used to refer to things (animals, plants, 

people) that were autochthonous. In Latin American republican histories, 

“Los Criollos” usually refers to the American-born sons of Spanish 

parents, who would thus be socially classified as white. Given the 

frequency of sexual relations between white men and black and indigenous 

women, the word criollo often implied some kind of mixture. (Peter Wade. 

Music, Race and Nation. Música Tropical in Colombia. Chicago: University 

of Chicago Press. 2000) 
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fusions all over the country, taking different shapes and 

forms. The mix of all three populations was so high that the 

Colombian identity is based in an imaginary triple origin, 

native, Spanish and African. Cumbia dance is at the center 

of this mythology.  

This is a romanticized encounter, soft and teasing, 

with little or no conflict where the process of fusion and 

mixing seems effortless, “natural” and complete. Different 

discourses about Cumbia can be seen being re-directed or re-

interpreted depending on the social, political and cultural 

conditions of emergence. 

 

3.3 (h) Histories 

The first mention of cumbia in historical documents has 

been traced by historians to general Posada Gutierrez 

(1865). In his memoire, general Posada Gutierrez, born in 

1797, remembers festive gatherings at the celebration of the 

Virgen of La Candelaria Fete in Cartagena, a place  to dance 

and sing, a cumbiamba, usually described as a circle around 

the musicians. This gathering was established as an icon of 

mestizaje from very early on where: 

The aristocracy and free people of color of more means 

organized dances in a ballroom at the foot of the La Popa 

hill, in which whites form Castile, “the poor and shoeless, 
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free and slave, pardo and black,[…] danced outside beneath 

the sky, “to the sound of the African drum.[…] Indians 

participated with their own dances, which they performed to 

the sound of gaitas (long flutes). (Helg, 2004:98) 

 

General Posada Gutiérrez never mentions the cumbia by 

name, but he is clearly describing a cumbiamba. 

 

"[H]hombres y mujeres en gran ruedo, pareados, 

pero sueltos, sin darse las manos, dando 

vueltas alrededor de los tamborileros, las 

mujeres enflorada la cabeza con profusión, 

lustroso el pelo a fuerza de sebo y empapadas 

en agua de azahar... balanceándose en 

cadencia muy erguidas, mientras el hombre ya 

haciendo piruetas dando brincos, ya luciendo 

su destreza en la cabriola, todo al compás... 

bailaban a cielo descubierto al son del 

atronador tambor africano..."  

 

"Los indios también tomaban parte en las 

fiestas bailando al son de sus gaitas, especie de 

flauta a manera de zampoña... los hombres y 

mujeres de dos en dos se daban las manos en la 

rueda, teniendo a los gaiteros en el centro, y ya 

se enfrentaban las parejas, ya se soltaban y 

volvían a asirse, golpeando al compás el suelo 

con los pies... sin brincos ni cabriolas..."  

(Posada Gutiérrez 1929)
58
. 

                                                        
58 "men and women in the great dance, paired 

but loosely, without holding hands, 

Encircling the drummers, the 

profusely flowered women’s heads, 

lustrous hair soaked in oil and orange blossom water 

standing erect, while another man pirouettes, looking 

proficient, in just time. 

They dance to the sound of the open sky 

African drum thunderous ... " 

 

"The Indians also took part in the 

party dancing to their bagpipes, sort of 

panpipe flute way ... men and 
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The time frame of this description (first half of the 

19
th
 century) details a public space were indios and pardos 

(black, mulatto and zambo people) shared festivities, space, 

music and dance in a circle around musicians. The term 

cumbiamba is the sum of these experiences. 

 

3.4 Cumbia Rebelde 

 

According to the dancer and scholar Delia Zapata 

Olivella, Africans and Indians could not occupy the same 

space as the criollos or whites in the celebrations.  

They got together to play music and dance around a 

bonfire to illuminate the gathering, with the musicians on 

one side and the dancers around both.(1962:193)  

Before these urban encounters, indians and people of 

African descent, especially those fleeing the colonial rule, 

found other places to gather. Chosen places, located away 

from urban enclaves, where the palenques or illegal 

settlements away from Spanish ruling. Historian Jaime 

                                                                                                                                                                      
Two women were given two hands on the 

wheel bearing to the pipers in the center, and since 

faced by couples, and were released and 

returned to grasp, hitting the ground in time 

with feet ... no jumps or leaps ... " 

(Posada Gutiérrez 1929). 
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Camargo Franco (2002) analyzes the sociopolitical phenomena 

of cimarronaje and the cultural enclaves of Palenques
59
 to 

show how these spaces provided fertile grounds of encounter 

between natives and Africans, both on the run from colonial 

regimes of slavery and servitude. Those enclaves constituted 

a source of unrest for the Spanish crown: 

Ahora bien, esos lugares retirados, inaccesibles, 

fortificados con empalizadas, donde los negros, 

especialmente dado su sustrato organizativo tribal, se 

hacían fuertes colonizándolos, entremezclados no sólo con 

indios sino con blancos lumpenizados, fugitivos, a su vez, 

ellos, también, es lo que pasó a conocerse como palenques, 

reminiscentes de los kilombos angoleños, insertos en la 

memoria del esclavo negro trasplantado a América, siendo su 

característica esencial su ilegitimidad e irreverencia, y 

constituyéndose, por consiguiente, en el mayor problema de 

orden público que tuvo la Corona española durante la 

Conquista y la Colonia
60
. (2002:6) 

 

According to the author, once the cumbia was structured 

“a golpe de tambor” (to the beat of the drum) in the 

palenques and cimmarron enclaves, it became popular in all 

the Carribean region “ya que por medio de la percussion el 

                                                        
59 Palenque was the name given to communities comprised of rebellious 

individuals (cimarrones). Palenques became the organization structure of 

many towns (De Friedemann,1978:23) 
60 Now these faraway places, inaccessible, fortified with palisades, 

where blacks, especially given their tribal organization substrate, were 

strengthened by their colonization, mixed not only with Indians but with 

plebeian whites, who were also fugitives. This became known as the 

palenques, reminiscent of Angolan kilombos. Embedded in the memory of 

black slaves transplanted to America, their essential characteristic was 

its illegitimacy and irreverence, therefore constituting a major public 

policy issue for the Spanish crown during the conquest and colonization. 

(6) 
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negro criollo reafirmaba la Victoria de su cultura: es que 

cuando la pólvora se prende sigue el camino del reguero.” 

(2002:9) 

It is important to note here, that Camargo Franco’s 

text is part of the body of scholarship produced in Colombia 

after the 1980’s as revisionist historiographic project. The 

work of several historians, anthropologists and writers 

contributed to visibilize the black presence in Colombian 

history. (see Nina de Friedemann,1992, Jaime Arocha 

1992,1998; Manuel Zapata Olivella, 1990; Jorge Conde 

Calderón, 2007; Orlando Fals Borda, 1986;, among the most 

renowed). 

Camargo Franco indicates that the meaning of the cumbia 

before the independence movement was associated to defiance; 

a rebellious cumbia, a place and space of forbidden 

encounter, hidden from the urban spaces spreading throughout 

the region like gunpowder. 

 

El conquistador le temía al zambaje
61
 por la 

predominancia del negro sobre el indio. Y así las 

cosas, este zambaje fue ineludible, puesto que fue 

tomando cuerpo desde los mismos albores del palenque. 

El negro urbano, transculturado, bailaba —en las 

                                                        
61 Zambaje refers to the castas (cast system) classification used in the 

colony. A mix between negro and indio produces a zambo.  
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fiestas de Reyes, de san Sebastián, de la Virgen de la 

Candelaria, de carnavales o de Corpus—, su danza ritual 

de la cumbia al son de sus tambores, sus guaches y su 

cañ’e millo. De otra parte, de la familiaridad y 

cotidianidad del indio con esta música, desde allá en 

el ámbito del palenque, devino la incorporación a la 

organofonía de la cumbia de las cadenciosas y melódicas 

gaitas indígenas cabeza’e cera, con lo cual se 

cristalizo el acrisolamiento del sincretismo musical 

entre las dos culturas convivientes
62
. (2002, 11) 

 

These cimarrones and the Palenque enclaves where 

Camargo locates the encounter and the creation (in an 

indeterminate mythical time) of cumbia rhythm and dance, are 

the ancestors of the pardo army of the independence era. 

                                                        
62 The conqueror feared the black Zambaje, due to the predominance of 

blacks over the Indians. And thus, this zambaje was unavoidable, as it 

was taking shape from the very dawn of the palenque. The urban black, 

transcultured, danced - at the Reyes parties in San Sebastian, the 

Virgin of the Candelaria, carnival celebrations or Corpus parties - a 

ritual cumbia dance, to the sound of drums, his maracas and his cane 

flute. Moreover, the Indians’ cotidian familiarity with this music from 

the scope of the palenque, resulted in the inclusion of cumbia 

instrumentation of the rhythmic and melodic indigenous flutes with wax 

heads, which crystallized musical syncretism between the two cohabiting 

cultures.(2002,11) 
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3.5 Cumbia Independiente y Mestiza 

 

Es la voz del mestizaje, es la voz de la unión de 

dos culturas esclavas: la negra y la india. En esta 

música aparece la historia de cómo se mezclaron estas 

culturas y como se unieron los amores de los hombres y 

las mujeres para poder crear un continente con unnuevo 

concepto, con nuevos pensamientos, haya sido para bien 

o para mal. 

Totó La Momposina. Cumbia Cantaora 

 

 

It is the voice of mixture, 

It is the voice of the union of two enslaved 

cultures: black and Indian. 

This music is the story of how these cultures were 

mixed and how the love between men and women came 

together to create a continent with a new concept, with 

new thoughts, for better or for worse 

 Totó La Momposina. Cumbia Cantaora 

 

Cumbia is the epitome of mesticidad, always referring 

to the first mixture, the first encounter and the process of 

assimilation. But, despite the fact that the dancers are 

supposedly an African man and an Indian woman dressed in 

Spanish attire, their product is neither. Racial harmony 

discourses talk about this mixture as homogeneous, where all 

participants are the same, so mixed that it is impossible to 

establish differences, therefore, eliminating discrimination 

and racial barriers. In Latin American history there have 
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been similar constructions that speak of “racial democracy” 

(Brazil) as a way to perpetuate this myth of the perfect 

hybridation, the erasure of all differences, a perfect 

combination of the best of each component or the “raza 

cósmica” (Vasconcelos, 1925:40), an ideal humanity.  

La comprobación del origen de la cumbiamba se liga 

a la integración del coctel Americano y llega a las 

raíces de nuestro ancestro triétnico, cuyos tres 

ingredientes mezclados ya en diferentes proporciones, 

forman la síntesis de la nación colombiana. El tañido 

propio de los instrumentos que acompañan con sum úsica 

la coreografía de la Cumbia, así lo demuestra: tambores 

de acento negro, flauta de gemido indígena, en la 

tierra de América, donde por primera vez en este 

continente se agruparon hombres rebeldes para proclamar 

y defender su independencia
63
. (Zapata Olivella, 

2003;112) 

 

In Colombia to be mestizo is to be considered non-

black, non-indian, closer to white than to the other 

“sources” of the mixture, and it is a processual identity in 

nature, that shifts depending on the social status acquired 

by the bearer. 

                                                        
63 The proof of the origin of the cumbiamba is linked to the integration 

of American cocktail and gets to the root of our tri-ethnic ancestries, 

whose three ingredients are mixed in different proportions and form the 

synthesis of the Colombian nation. The characteristic sounds of the 

instruments, along with the accompanying choreography of Cumbia, so 

shows: black drum and an indigenous flute, in the land of America, where 

rebels came together for the first, to proclaim and defend their 

independence. 
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Blacks and especially Indians were romanticized as part 

of a more or less glorious past, but the future held for 

them paternalistic guidance towards integration, which also 

ideally meant more race mixture, the eventual erasure of 

blackness and indianness from the nation. The mestizo was 

idealized as of bi-ethnic or tri-ethnic origin, but the 

image held up was always at the lighter end of the mestizo 

spectrum. (Wade, 1993:10-11) 

Like the Colombian mestizo identity, cumbia’s racial 

identity is also romanticized. As Doris Sommers proposes for 

the national novels
 
(1991:194), this love story erases 

racial differences and creates a racially diverse but 

harmonic population, where all are born from the same 

symbolic womb. Cumbia dance has a central place in the ideas 

of nation formation, as the bearer of the future mixed 

nation incarnated in the cumbiambera’s body (she’s portrayed 

as the vessel that will carry Colombian population). The 

myth of the Colombian mestizo is born out of these 

gatherings of poor pardos, blacks and slaves with Indians in 

festive and usually religious celebrations.  Alissa Simon 

states about the perception of sexuality in Cumbia: 
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The dance is commonly seen as a courtship dance, 

since the man circles the woman, who maintains certain 

aloofness. In several sources, the man is referred to 

as black and the woman as indigenous; occasionally, a 

Spanish influence may be mentioned. (…) the indigenous 

people are seen as reserved and aloof; the blacks as 

energetic, extravert, and communicative. Cumbia is 

taken to represent the sexual union between indigenous 

woman and black man—or the sexual conquest of the first 

by the second—giving rise to the process of mixture 

which is seen as characteristic of the Colombian 

nation. (Simon,1994:35) 

 

This mythology of creation of the mestizo nation dates 

back to the independence period, interestingly parallel the 

necessity to incorporate the pardo population to the 

independence efforts. This was a determinant political 

moment when, in Las Cortes de Cádiz (Cadiz’s courts)
64
, the 

status of citizenship for the pardos and criollos was 

defined. Historian Marixa Lasso presents an interesting 

analysis, tracing the development of ideas of racial harmony 

and the way in which these were linked with the project of a 

mestizo nation in the independence era. 

According to Lasso (2007), in these gatherings, when 

the abolition of the status of colony was granted and the 

former colonies became part of the Spanish nation, the 

                                                        
64 Since 1810 after the French invasion of the Iberic peninsula, 

citizens of Spain and the Americas organized themselves in Juntas, and 

in Cádiz they met to write a constitution for the Spanish monarchy and 

to restructure legal and political institutions, with emphasis in the 

relationship of Spain and its colonies. (Lasso 2007,32) 
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debate was centered on the political representation of the 

population of the Americas, and who held citizen status to 

access that representation in the disscussions over voting 

rights: 

 

Dado el peso demográfico de los grupos de color en 

América, la discusión sobre la igualdad y la 

representación pronto adquirió connotaciones raciales. 

Si la representación fuese proporcional, ¿se contaría 

en relación al número de blancos, o de blancos e 

indígenas, o de todos los sujetos libres incluyendo los 

negros? Esta última pregunta resultó especialmente 

complicada y dio origen a que los americanos 

desarrollaran nociones de raza y ciudadanía que 

hubieran parecido extremas solo unos años atrás. Desde 

este punto en adelante la representación americana en 

las Cortes de Cádiz estuvo atada a las discusiones 

sobre la igualdad racial
65
. (Lasso; 2007:35) 

 

Before this threat of a greater political 

representation from the former-colonies, if a heterogeneous 

nation was given complete presence in the Cortes de Cádiz, 

the pardos (free black and mulatto) were denied citizenship; 

because, if given, their presence would have tipped the 

political power balance between Spain’s and America’s 

                                                        
65 Given the demographic weight of the color groups in America, the 

discussion about equality and representation soon acquired racial 

connotations. If the representation is proportional, do you count in 

relation to the number of whites, or whites and Indians, or of all 

subjects including free blacks? This last question was particularly 

difficult and gave rise to the Americans developing notions of race and 

citizenship that would have seemed extreme just a few years before. From 

this point onwards the American representation in the Cortes of Cadiz 

was linked to racial equality. (Lasso; 2007:35) 
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representatives. This political move ended up linking racial 

equality (legally speaking) with patriotic nationalism. The 

rhetoric of racial harmony and idyllic relationship between 

races in Spanish America began with the Cadiz’s Courts: 

De acuerdo con la imagen idílica que presentó un 

diputado, blancos y negros eran criados juntos por 

mujeres negras que les enseñaban a quererse mutuamente. 

Losdiputados americanos también reinterpretaron de 

manera favorable el estigma histórico de la 

ilegitimidad, que tradicionalmente había pesado sobre 

las castas. Las relaciones sexuales interraciales ahora 

se presentaban bajo una luz positiva, como evidencia de 

armonía racial. También afirmaron que la persistencia 

en la mezcla racial había desarrolladolazos fuertes 

entre las familias criollas y negras que no sedeberían 

romper con leyes excluyentes
66
. (Lasso 2007:38) 

 

The main argument for the American representatives 

relied on a conception of nationality based not on origins 

(because Spanish diputados defended the idea of afro-

descendants as belonging to Africa) but on the contributions 

to the country, praising pardos for their many contributions 

to the nation. Lasso documents how these debates on whether 

the pardos should be considered belonging to Spain or not, 

                                                        
66 According to the idyllic image that one congressman presented, blacks 

and whites were raised together by black women who taught them to love 

one another. The American deputies also favorably reinterpreted the 

historical stigma of the bastard, which had traditionally weighed 

heavily on the concept of the castes. The interracial sexual relations 

were now presented in a positive light, as evidence of racial harmony. 

They also said that persistence in the racial mix had developed strong 

ties between Creole families and black ones, which must not be broken by 

laws of exclusion. (Lasso;2007:38) 
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inflamed independentist rhetoric in Spanish America. It was 

especially the pardo-criollo alliance the one that was 

capable of bringing down the Spanish presence in Cartagena 

in 1810. Cartagena’s independence was declared right after 

the negative from the Cortes de Cádiz to grant citizenship 

to the pardos, and the Suprema Junta de la provincia de 

Cartagena granted citizenship to all races
67
 aligning 

inclusive conceptions of nation to the independence movement 

and locating the Spanish empire as the enemy of racial 

cohesion and a symbol of despotism and oppression (40) 

 

Este discurso liberaba a los criollos de cualquier 

responsabilidadsobre las condiciones raciales 

contemporáneas, uniendo a blancos y a negros como 

víctimas iguales dela tiranía española. Desde ese 

momento en adelante, laciudadanía y la representación 

de los pardos fueron ligadasintrínsecamente al discurso 

patriota
68
. (Lasso,2007:43) 

 

However, the racial situation after independence was 

achieved did not change much. The same hierarchies and 

discrimination continued with an integrationist discourse 

that did not reflect everyday relations. The pardo milicias, 

                                                        
67 As always denying it to “others” like vagrants, delinquents and 

slaves.  (Lasso,2007:40)[and women I will add].  

68 This speech freed Creoles from any responsibility regarding 

contemporary racial conditions, uniting whites and blacks as equal 

victims of Spanish tyranny. From that point on, citizenship and 

representation of the pardos were intrinsically linked to patriotic 

discourse.(Lasso;2007:43) 
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so important during the independence war, no longer were 

needed to maintain political power, and the regional 

political power and visibility achieved by pardo 

independence heroes, such as General José Padilla and their 

army, started reclaiming real equal citizenship rights and 

an end to pardo discrimination. Pardos became a threat to 

the criollo government (Helg2004:196). 

From then on, actions were taken to establish the 

visibility and symbolic representation of the nation 

according to the criollo idea of mestizaje, that is, 

congruent with the Spanish white ideal. Historical accounts, 

for a long time, priviliged the illustrated criollo elite 

that, even while continuing to uphold racial harmony, 

simultaneously invisibilized pardo and Indian contributions 

to the national project. 

Cumbia mestiza became a practice of affirmation of the 

mestizo national project, and ceased to represent a place of 

celebratory rebellious encounters in the face of servitude 

and slavery. Cumbia turned into a space of assimilation and 

fusion. It became the ideal way to be: an ambiguous product 

of a mixture that had happened in the past, a legend about 

roots retold choreographically. As a   result of this 

process, a Colombian citizen emerged that pertained to a 
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modern nation, that is, aligned to the ideals of progress 

and equality characteristic of the European illustration,. 

 

3.6 Cumbia Carnavalera 

Gozar/cumbancha/cumbión/cumbiamba 

 

Since the beginning of the 20th century, cumbia’s 

center migrated to the Barranquilla Carnival and, 

paralleling its popularity throughout Colombia, it has 

become one of the most publisized components of the Carnival 

outside the country. 

 Even though dances integrating black and Indian 

populations in religious festivities date to the 1770’s in 

Cartagena and Santa Marta (Wade 1993:276 and Helg 2004:98), 

in the 19
th
 century these celebrations migrated to 

Barranquilla, the newly founded port between Cartagena and 

Santa Marta. Depictions of Barranquilla have always 

highlighted its modern character, and its special location 

as the port of entry into the world
69
. The Barranquilla 

                                                        
69 In the discourses of “regional pride” about Barranquilla there is 

always mentions to being the “first” to introduce many technological 

inventions of the 20th century in Colombia; like being the first to have 

an airplane and create an airline in Colombia. Since its foundation and 

due to the fact that was the main port connecting the Magdalena River 

with the Atlantic Ocean attracted many immigrants in the 19th and first 

half of the 20th century 
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Carnival began being documented around the second half of 

the 19
th
 century. At the time, Barranquilla was an urban 

center that congregated manifestations of all the Caribbean 

Coast and of the towns along the Magdalena River. 

Barranquilla came to articulate the gatherings and displays 

of carnivalesque practices
70
. The first carnival 

manifestations reportedly took place in the after-

independence period, that is, the second half of the 19
th
 

century, when obsessive concerns with color and status 

characteristic of the sociedad de castas of the colonial 

times, were still shared. At the same time, the desire to 

found a nation following the enlighntment principles and the 

ideas of modernity was also present. 

The idea of racial democracy in Colombia is pervasive 

in everyday discourses: talking about the insignificance of 

race as an issue coexists with patterns of discrimination 

and tolerance toward the interweaving of blackness, 

indianess and mestizaje. This interweaving of races takes 

place within a project managed mainly by elites, where 

nationhood and national identity hold up an image of 

Colombia as essentially a mestizo nation. Black and Indians 

                                                        
70 Cartagena and Santa Marta’s carnivals disappeared or were banned by 

city officials or the church by that time leaving Barranquilla as the 

one that articulated all the region’s gatherings and celebrations. 
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are simultaneously excluded as non-mestizo and included as 

potential recruits for mixedness. (Wade 1993:10) 

The celebrated “cosmic race” ideally would incorporate 

deviant blackness and indianness, assimilating them into the 

mestizo as symbolic ancestors of this new individual. This 

is precisely the space that the Barranquilla Carnival was 

meant to solidify as a celebration for all, country clubs as 

well as salones burreros.
71
 However, there never was actual 

mixing between the two.  Discrimination and mestizaje 

coexist, (Wade 1993:11) and the Carnival was created at the 

peak of the assimilassionist period, when the main goal was 

for mestizaje to absorb deviant races and whiten the nation. 

Cumbia can be seen as a cultural practice that 

reproduces ideals of modernity, assimilation, upward 

mobility and urban citizenship, especially as practiced in 

the Barranquilla Carnival. 

The Barranquilla Carnival has been the institution –

next to the Cumbia Festival from El Banco—that has 

solidified and structured the regulations on the proper 

perfomance of cumbia, its choreography and dance styles. 

                                                        
71 Donkey Salons or salones burreros were called like this because 

people tied their donkeys at the door to attend the party. 
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Neighborhood cumbia groups have been organized in the 

Carnival –in Cumbiambas—and have in a way replicated the 

social structures and class issues of Barranquilla. The 

influence and visibility of cumbiambas of high class 

neighborhoods are different from the ones located in lower 

income neighborhoods.  The Cumbia dress, for instance, is 

one of those controversial issues. 

Delia Zapata Olivella, in her staging of cumbia used a 

fabric with a gingham design in red and white. This design 

was adopted as the “official” dress in the cumbiambas, 

especially the wealthy ones. Other cumbiambas claim that 

cumbia dress cannot be unified nor one single fabric for the 

dance should be imposed. Interesting enough, the cumbia 

dresses made with this kind of fabric are the ones having 

more visibility and are the once more widely chosen in 

cumbia stagings. 

The Barranquilla Carnival cumbiambas replicate the 

neighborhood organization in their participation in the 

Carnival. While practicing outside their houses, neighbors 

dance in the cumbia circle and adapt their choreographies 

both for their participation on the “cumbia night” (the 

Carnival celebration designed to maintain “authentic” cumbia 

choreography) and the parades. Cumbia parades, even though 
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taking place in streets and public spaces, reproduce the 

spatiality of the neighborhood. Cumbia couples dance in two 

straight lines at the sides of the musicians, around them 

and following them.Cumbiamba members that do not dance 

accompany the dancers (such as those carrying water for the 

dancers, those taking care of  small children in strollers, 

among others). 

Furthermore, the cumbia choreography, usually 

proclaimed as being empowering for women, shows women 

surrounded by the male dancers and the rest of the cumbiamba 

members, creating a safe way to inhabit the public space and 

recreating the domestic space of the neighborhood. Thus, a 

double intent of exhibiting and protecting the cumbiamba 

females is present. 

 

3.7 Cumbia Caribe, Colombia Caribe 

 

Cumbia has been since mid-20th century a strong icon 

that stands for colombianess in the country and abroad. 

Music commercialization in the inland, specifically in Cali 

and Medellin, where big bands play traditional music 

incorporating instruments like bass and electrical guitar, 

among others, has been an important part of this process. 
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Anthropologist Peter Wade in his work Música Tropical in 

Colombia (2000) proposes to look at the correlation between 

the predominance of certain region’s música tropical and 

national identity. He cites the example of the bambuco, an 

Andean region rhythm, and its predenominance in the 1940’s 

as the national Colombian rhythm that ran alongside a more 

European-like idea of Colombian people—a mestizo population 

with a little mixing but desirably white. Wade shows that a 

shift occurred in the 1950’s and 1960’s to the Cumbia rhythm 

and with this, a slow shift to the Caribbean area took 

place, as a symbolic center of identity. This shift was 

accompanied by a new idea of the configuration of the 

Colombian population. This time the mestizo nation also 

incorporated indigenous and African elements in the 

Colombian “equation”. (Those elements were only acceptable, 

according to Wade, as ancestors, long gone, now assimilated 

and whitened). 

Following Wade’s proposition, in the last three decades 

there has been an evident centrality on Caribbean music and 

dance in Colombian society, especially with Colombian 

musicians transcending the local scene and “making it” 

internationally (Shakira, Carlos Vives, and even Juanes an 

“inlander” that incorporated Caribbean rhythms to his music 
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and became famous). This identification of colombianess with 

the Caribbean Coast is opposed to the construction of 

Colombianhood associated to Andean-ness, which was very 

visible in the 19
th
 century and the first half of the 20

th
 

century. The Caribbean “connection”
72
 allows Colombia to 

enter into the Caribbean circuit of cultural and economic 

exchange as well as tourism routes, creating a Colombian 

brand that can be easily sold abroad. 

The visibility of cumbia, linked to the powerful 

significance and sponsorship of the Barranquilla Carnival, 

becomes a strategy to enter Caribbean tourist circuits and 

to transform the country into a brand to sell as merchandise 

including cruise routes stopping in Cartagena or Santa 

Marta. 

The centrality of Caribbean music has been emphasiced 

with the incorporation of Vallenato and other Caribbean 

rhythms sponsored by Colombian high class and political 

personalities. The Barranquilla Carnival and the Vallenato 

Festival are festivities that gather the political elite and 

celebrities from Bogotá and the rest of the county. Usually 

the idea of Colombianhood portrayed in the Vallenato 

Festival and in the Barranquilla Carnival is one of triple 

                                                        
72 Maria Elena Cepeda. (2003) 
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origin (Spanish, African and aboriginal), a mixture, or 

mestizaje that has been used for a long time as a national 

discourse that includes the invisibilization of black and 

indigenous population.  

Randy Martin (1998) referring to Paul Gilroy’s thesis, 

highlights the centrality of racial ideas in national 

formations. This is particularly important in the case of 

Colombia and Latin America, where the project of nation 

formation goes hand in hand with a project of modernization 

and urbanization of the populations. It also incorporates 

ideas of assimilation, of a capitalist mode of productivity, 

and upward mobility in the national mythologies spread by 

the media, which rely on the ambiguity created between ideas 

of national belonging and homogeneity that, in turn, blur 

the distinctions between race and nation. (1998:118) 

This project of modernization sustains itself in the 

naturalization and territorialization of cultural practices 

that support its essentializing claims of national identity. 

In order to do so, ideas of authenticity and tradition and 

of the reproduction and transmission of cultural practices 

are brought into nationalist discourses as unproblematic, 

fixed essences through time (Girloy, 1994: 101) 
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Processes of appropriation and transformation have led 

the rhythms and dances of the Caribbean coastal region –

rather marginal in the beginning- to become an embodiment of 

Colombian identity, an identity that is simultaneously  and 

the same. However, this is an identity constructed on the 

bases of values of whitenization and modernization. 

The need for a single discourse on cumbia is very akin 

to the search for a single story of racial democracy and the 

portrayal of a diversity and multiplicity that doesn’t go 

beyond the aesthetic portrayal of tri-ethnic allure. This 

cliché that stands for the Colombian population is very 

commonly presented in advertisements and state information 

spread through the media. Like in a Benetton advertisements 

or publicity for a Colombian beer denomination
73
, a white, 

criollo, mulato, indio and black representative are 

pictured, reproducing in certain manner the colonial caste 

system now narrated as diversity and inclusiveness. 

                                                        
73  

There is a beer brand in Colombia called “Tres Cordilleras” (in 

reference to the three mountain ranges that comprise Colombian 

territory.) Their choice of title to name the varieties offered 

highlights the importance of the epidermal definition in Colombian 

society. Pale Ale is called Blanca (white skin), Brown ale is called 

mestiza (mixed race), the next in color is called mulata (mulatta), and 

the darker one is called negra (black). The names of the beer, feminine 

in gender, also stress the objectification and possibility of 

consumption of the female body. 
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This so-called diversity is tacitly stating that the 

difference still lives in the race/cast/class distinctions 

in Colombian population. Criollos and mestizos are portrayed 

as urbanites, executives, or stay-at-home moms. Darker skin 

people are usually portrayed with “exotic” garments such as 

dancing attires or warm weather clothes, much more casual 

than the lighter skin Colombians. Natives are presented with 

“traditional dress” and in remote stances, not very 

connected, like inhabiting a myth long gone. 

This way of representing Colombia’s population not only 

feeds the myth of racial democracy but also reinforces the 

inequality of class/race/caste relations and its status in 

Colombian society. 

This reading of the significance of cumbia in the 20th 

century shows the process of incorporation of the idea of 

tri-ethnic heritage, very popular in the identity politics 

of the 1980’s and 1990’s movements that derived in the 

creation of a new constitution in 1991. The new constitution 

clearly stated that Colombia is a multi-culural and muli-

ethnic nation. However, ideas about Cumbia’s multi-racial 

identity have been shifting and multiplying since colonial 

times: Cumbia rebelde, mestiza, carnavalera, colombiana… . 

These racialized compositions, discourses, teachings, and 
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performances of cumbia go hand in hand with political, 

social, and economic interests that are integral part of 

historical processes of Colombian national formation. 
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4. BEAUTY, SKIN AND CARNIVAL QUEENS 

 

4.1 The Popular Queen and “The” Carnival Queen 

 

The role of the female bodies in the public space can 

be glimpsed at in cumbia analysis. However, beauty pageants 

visibly choreograph the racial and class constructions of 

females bodies with national identity. (McClintock, 

1994:105) Beauty in Colombia is a very central matter of 

discussion in the public media and private circles. 

Conversations, commentaries, jokes, caricatures, news, 

magazines, newspapers, informal gatherings, parties pay 

especial attention to national beauty pageant candidates: 

their actions, their inteviews, their photos. 

Every year in November, all media, public and private 

conversations circle around the national beauty pageant. 

Beauty pageants in Colombia are a big thing. Several authors 

mention the beauty pageants as an “intrinsic part of the 

nation building process” (see Khittel (2001), Ruther-Jensen 

(2005), among others). We Colombians celebrate most 

festivities by crowing a girl as the most beautiful of 

_______ fill in the blank: the day, event, town, department, 

and so on and so forth,; we have queen of bambuco, 
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ganaderia, mar, turismo, pitahaya, panela, coffee, cebolla, 

and of course, we have a queen for the Barranquilla 

Carnival. No, not only one, but we have two queens for the 

Barranquilla Carnival.  

One is simply called “the” queen, meaning, she is the 

official queen elected by the Carnival’s administrators 

almost six months in advance, and she is in charge of the 

public relations and publicity for the coming Carnival. The 

other is the “popular” queen meaning she is elected in a 

pageant celebrated in the festivities prior to the Carnival. 

Since 2004 the name of the popular queen pageant was changed 

to “reina de reinas” loosely translated queen of queens. 

This ambiguous name tries to erase the clear race 

segregation and class differentiation that the old name 

brought forth. 

As the case with the Cartagena Beauty Pageant, that 

also houses a popular beauty queen pageant, the separation 

between the official national beauty pageant and popular 

queen pageant is very similar. The official, high class 

whitenized pageant is considered “the” one; no need to extra 

information. The other one, middle and lower class-oriented, 

does need an extra descriptor as “popular”, from the word 

“pueblo,” the people. 
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There is a twist in the case of Cartagena, which hosts 

two beauty events at almost the same time: The National 

Beauty Pageant and the Reina Popular event. In the national 

event the elite celebrates their image of the good girls and 

at the same time, but not exactly at the same place, the 

under and lower middle class masses of Cartagena celebrate 

their queen. The main organizer is in both celebrations the 

National Beauty Committee, although the details of the 

popular event are organized by the committees of the town 

quarters. Control is usually done through encompassment of 

the popular fiesta. The masses are set apart spatially and 

satisfied synchronously, at least ideally, and can celebrate 

in safe distance from the rich. This Carnival, as it is 

called sometimes, is divided not only along the line of rich 

and poor, but along the racial line as well. The poorer the 

quarters of the town the darker their skin color (Khittel, 

2001, 10) 
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4.2 A Question of Linguistics 

 

One is the neutral, the point of reference for the 

other ones, because she doesn't need anything else. One is 

queen, a noun; the other one needs, in order to be queen, an 

adjective. 

If she didn't take on the adjective that modifies her, 

she could be accused of usurpation, because in the name of 

popular queen is invested the function to be popular, of the 

town. Her substantive condition is that of town wife. 

To understand this difference, I will use the work of 

historian Elizabeth Cunin, that looks at Cartagena’s beauty 

pageants and who analyses the difference between the 

“national” and the “popular” in the national beauty pageant 

showing two territorial connections and two logics of racial 

and social categorizations. (Cunnin, 2005:23) 

The author, looking to an improbable event – where the 

boundaries were flexed and a former popular queen was a 

candidate for the national pageant – traces the unnamed 

boundaries and unspoken rules differentiating national and 

popular beauties. 

In the year 2003, a candidate was able to cross the –so 

far – impassable barrier and become a candidate, and she 
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obtained the title of vice-queen; local media signaled this 

move as a return to the authentic and the traditional where 

the popular and local take over mainstream circles. Another 

seemingly impassable frontier was broken some years before 

when a candidate from Chocó, the blackest department of the 

country, won the national pageant, breaking also the widely 

spread association of beauty and whiteness. (24) 

The concept of “whiteness” as a Eurocentric 

objectification of “beauty” is not limited to Europeans or 

their descendants; the same prejudice may be seen among 

black-skinned but European-influenced individuals such as 

the Reverend Samuel Johnson, Pastor of Oyo, whose history of 

the Yoruba peoples of Africa included the following 

observation: 

 

About the time of Oluyole's departure however, Ayo 

was able to thank him for the interest he kindly took 

in the affairs of the town, and presented him with a 

young woman among the captives. Oluyole was delighted 

with this acquisition to his harem. She was described 

as a young woman of great beauty, of a fair complexion 

and a slim figure. (Johnson,1960:271) 

 

 

Even this black African author, speaking of fellow 

blacks in his home continent of Africa, was unable to avoid 
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the European stereotype of light skin as the equivalent of 

beauty. 

Popular history highlights the significance of the 

chronological placement of the national and the popular 

beauty pageants in Cartagena; November 11 commemorates the 

bloody repression of milicias pardas (black armies) that 

incited rebellion against the centrality of power in Bogotá 

(not precisely against the Spanish crown) and how this event 

perpetuated feelings of marginalization and inferiority from 

the coast towards the center. 

In the retelling of this story, there is a negative 

construction of Caribbean identity from the white Andean 

center place in Bogotá, where race was mobilized as a factor 

that explained delayed progress in the coast, leaving 

costeños as non-white marginalized citizens. The surprising 

factor of this marginalization for Cunnin is the silence and 

lack of reaction from the popular and elite sectors of the 

region, which in turn supports the fragmentation of national 

identity: 

Maybe it is because to denounce a dominance with 

racial fundamentals would be to recognize oneself inside the 

racial "inferior" categories and, in consequence, to give up 

the possibility of ascending to a higher status through the 

silence of integration and whitening. In synthesis, the 

reference to race doesn't evoke a collective ownership, the 

potential agent of interests and common objectives; on the 
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contrary, it is assumed inside an individual logic, 

supposing an approach to the "white" thing and a distancing 

of the "black" thing. (Cunnin;2005:25) 

 

For historians such as Aline Helg, Elizabeth Cunnin, 

and Marixa Lasso, among others, November 11
th
 opened a logic 

of diminishing racial conflict and a display of racial 

harmony to consolidate the emerging national identity. 

(Helg, 2000, Lasso, 2007, Cunnin, 2005). The multiplicity of 

racial categories for mestizaje (blackness – negro, pardo, 

and quadroon, among others) privileged individual upscale 

mobility instead of coalition among the population to fight 

for common causes. That is how the race discourses were 

negated and the process of incorporation into society and 

into the Republic was made on an individual basis, 

perpetuating the colonial caste system and translating it 

into the racial classifications of the new nation. 

Even today, the same old racial classification system 

exists as did in the first days of Spanish Colonialism: the 

whites are on top, while the Indios (the indigenous 

population) are on the bottom. In the middle are various 

mixed populations including various blends of Indios, 

blacks, and whites. It is, sadly, still important today 
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whether one’s heritage makes one a mestizo, a zambo, or a 

mulatto. 

In Cartagena, the social relationships are marked by a 

convention – the avoidance of the racial question, relying 

on the necessary adjustments to be subtracted from 

confrontation. Between integration and discrimination, 

between paternalism and whitening, the scarce employment of 

the racial categories obeys a formal code that allows one to 

escape any risk of facing an uncomfortable situation. Thus, 

the Cartageneros’ current challenge is to act "as if" the 

racial relationships were neither problematic nor 

conflicting. (Cunin, 2003: 35) 
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4.3 Beauty, skin and public space 

 

This situation can be seen as replicated in 

Barranquilla in that social relations and public discourses 

make reference to racial harmony but, in everyday behavior, 

people shield the discerning traits that can be associated 

with “blacker” populations. Even in the Carnival, where 

African and indigenous heritages are celebrated, this 

celebration is done as if it were something external rather 

than part of the individual. Queen’s bodies carry the 

visibilization of these principles: avoidance, 

differentiation, and normalization. These two beauty 

stereotypes, the popular and the high class, are described 

not in racial or physical terms, but in neutralized terms of 

happiness or elegance. 

Female beauty appears as a way in which power is 

consolidated and a certain group can achieve superiority 

over other groups of society. Having a certain type of 

beauty (the “right kind”) is seen as a sign of social 

superiority in Colombia, sometimes even a moral one 

(costeños, dark or brown skinned people sometimes are 

labeled as lazy, non-trustworthy…). This kind of beauty is 
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constantly seen as the right one and reinforced with 

commentaries about the pageant’s contestants as daughters of 

a “good” or “well-known” family from the region and both 

their parents have classic gender roles that paint the 

desirable picture of the bourgeois family74. 

Beauty standards speak about society’s values and the 

way in which those values are privileged. In the beginning 

of this chapter I spoke about the importance of beauty 

pageants in Colombia, and the centrality of physical 

appearance in society, because social stratification and 

class distinction in the country has been racially marked –

racialization of class have been.  

Whitening ideology is based in the exclusion and 

systematic division of society into whites/non-whites, using 

phenotypes as markers of class and race that determine the 

subject’s expected place in society. This naturalization of 

power, social status, class and race through beauty queens 

has helped to consolidate national and regional elites 

(Bolivar et al, 2002) as a reciprocal acknowledgement 

between peers in carnival time where supposedly all social 

                                                        
74 Usualmente el padre ejerce “ejemplarmente” alguna profesión  en su 

ciudad natal, mientras la madre disfruta de la poesía o de recibir 

hospitalariamente a sus visitas. En cualquier caso, se tiene la 

descripción de una familia que cuenta con distintos recursos de poder 

para “establecerse”, para ser “reconocida” y para participar o producir 

redes de cohesión en torno suyo.(Bolivar, Ingfid Johana, 2005:18) 
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and class barriers are taken down.75 Both official and 

popular queens are seen as a “natural” resource, as part of 

the landscape, as a representation of a region, area or 

territory, they are naturalized and seen as a continuation 

of the territory they inhabit.  

Pretty women are seen as nature’s gift and authentic 

beauty constitutes part of the nation’s and the region’s 

natural resources, they stand for nuestra raza (our race, be 

it costeña, barranquillera or colombiana). Women are often 

icons that connect with their ancestry, family bonds and 

with “our mother nation”. 

The central Andes is the heartland of the European-

descended elite in Colombian culture. Thus, the idea of 

“beauty” among the most powerful classes is based outside of 

America proper and is inherently Eurocentric. It is not only 

in the pageants of Cartagena and Barranquilla that the 

racial prejudices of this group are seen, but in all of 

Latin America.  

According to McClintock, the hidden order underlying 

industrial modernity is the conquest of the sexual labor 

power of colonized women (1995). This equivalency between a 

                                                        
75 The clear differentiation between “the” carnival queen and the 

“popular” queen is clear proof that the social structures function in 

carnival time as strong as always or in my view, even stronger. 
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woman’s sexual influence and colonial domination of the 

native culture was demonstrated as early as the 16
th
 

Century, during the earliest Spanish incursions into the New 

World, in which any segment of the Caribbean population that 

was arbitrarily designated as “Carib” by any licensed 

explorer was automatically open to unlimited exploitation of 

its inhabitants as slaves because they had “opposed” the 

Christian world.  

It was a common practice for Spanish colonizers to 

demand a tribute in women from any native settlement they 

encountered. Although Carnival queens’ labor is not a sexual 

one per se Carnival queens act as a sex symbol for the 

masses. 

As constructions of race permeated Western, (post) 

Enlightenment ideological thought, specific phenomenological 

attributes were assigned to the collective Other, i.e., 

those that lay outside of the white European maleness and 

its progress through history. From Hegel’s conviction that 

Africa existed outside of time, having no movement or 

development of its own, to how black people “were figured, 

among other things, as gender deviants, the embodiments of 

prehistoric promiscuity and excess, their evolutionary 

belatedness evidenced by their ‘feminine’ lack of history, 
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reason and proper domestic arrangements” (McClintock, 1995, 

44), the colonial trope was clear in its categorization of 

women, the colonized, and the working class as “prehistoric, 

atavistic, and irrational, inherently out of place in the 

historical time of modernity” (Blanco;2006, 40).  

Exotic women had more available bodies; as Stefan 

Khittel puts it: 

The situation of women was characterised by the lack 

of homogeneity and the will of the oligarchies (be they 

Spanish or Creole) to unite the variety under the umbrella 

of the image of a modern, slightly Mediterranean type of 

womanhood. The white women were considered as the others of 

(white) men, as were the indigenous and African males. The 

indigenous women and the African women were integrated at 

the margins as twice the others. They had stereotyped roles 

to play, which are shown today mostly in telenovelas[soap 

operas] from the continent. The beauty of indigenous and 

African women was exoticised and pigeonholed as beauty-for-

having-sex-with. The lower classes across LatinAmerica never 

complied with this script written by their superiors, and 

even the elite broke their own prescription when it came to 

love and, for instance, the “mongrel children” were freed 

together with their (black) mothers. (Khittel, 2000, 6) 

 

To be a beauty queen, or to be considered beautiful is 

not just about someone’s attributes, facial and corporal 

traits; it’s also about how any culture defines what is 

beautiful and what is not. To think about how “Carnival 

Queen material” or “Popular Queen material” is defined is 

also to think about the ways in which race, class and gender 

structures are organized in Colombia and how these 
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structures still reflect the colonial caste system and 

support further social exclusion, inequality and poverty.  

Colombian history shows multiple instances where the 

division white/non-white is staged; in the center of the 

whitening ideology brought about by mestizaje as national 

discourse, there is a systematic exclusion of an enormous 

sector of the population symbolically considered “black” or 

“non-white” 76 that in most cases equates to the same thing.  

In the case of Carnival Queens the differentiation and 

exclusion is evident. “The” queen has as part of her 

unspoken requirement to be elected, to belong to the “white” 

elite, Barranquilla’s ruling class; as for the “popular” 

queen, the requirement usually is placed in her capacities 

to dance, be merry, make the audience happy and have strong 

support from her neighborhood or town. 

For example, the winner of the 2012 Barranquilla 

contest, Daniella Cepeda, was a white woman who just 

happened to be the daughter of a powerful politician, the 

president of the Conservative Party (see below).According to 

local press reports, her father “had met with Barranquilla 

                                                        
76 One example of this is the nickname “negro” usually done with 

familiarity but which is given to people of slightly dark colored skin, 

or as a term of endearment but that ultimately signals an exclusion from 

the “white” group. Nick Morgan cites the example of the political leader 

from the 1940’s Jorge Elicécer “el Negro” Gaitán (2005, 46) 
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mayor Elsa Noguera and [...] the imminent election of the 

politician's daughter would be the returned favor for 

Conservative support for Noguera when she was running for 

mayor....” It is interesting to note in the context of this 

dissertation that “Noguera denied the deal and stressed that 

Cepeda's competitor, Laura Garcia, also came from a 

politically powerful family.” 

 

 

Fig. 7 Efrain Cepeda, his wife and daughter 

Daniela. El Heraldo Newspaper, Barranquilla. 2011 

 

Here, assuming the press report to be true, we have a 

clear example of the difference between the “official” queen 

and the “popular” queen, the latter being “one of us” and 

the former being “one of them.” 
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The complicated issue here is how this separation is 

naturalized and how beauty is place in “the” queen, and the 

“flavor” and the happiness in the “popular” one. Class and 

race here are categories that cannot be easily isolated and 

in the Barranquilla Carnival end up located in the 

shoulder’s movement or the oscillation of the hips.  

This class/race distinction operates mostly the same 

way in the rest of the country, precisely because phenotypes 

have operated as purity markers that grant status to some 

and deny possibilities to others. Even now, in the so-called 

age of multiculturality where diversity is celebrated in 

state discourses77 and black models and news anchorwomen are 

placed as tokens of diversity, the beauty standards 

operating are those of the beginning of the 20
th
 century. 

(See Khittel (2000), Bolivar (2005), Lobo (2005) and 

Morgan(2005)) and live alongside with the prevalent 

fetishization of the non-white representations. 

 

                                                        
77 this celebration is done only in a symbolical level, state propaganda 

and especially in the development of Colombia as a brand, and the 

process of marketing of such brand. This will be discussed  later in the 

chapter on patrimony. 
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Fig. 8 Tamayo Duque, Ana Maria. Popular queen 

dances to the non-paying audience at the Gran Parada. 

Barranquilla Carnival, 1999 
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4.4 Reina de Reinas or Popular Queen? 

 

This story starts with a mishap. After several 

interviews over the years I’ve been working on/about/around 

the Barranquilla Carnival, I finally found someone with a 

great insight into the whole dichotomy of the 

popular/official queen. Daniella Donado is now (2008) 

working with the Fundación Carnaval de Barranquilla to 

administer and organize the celebration of the popular 

queen’s pageant. Daniella, as a former official queen and 

business administration graduate, was the perfect candidate 

for the job. Our conversation circled around her efforts to 

become an official queen and how she achieved it. 

We sat to talk at a café in one of the most elegant 

hotels, El Prado, and it was a very interesting conversation 

about her family life, professional expectations, and 

experiences as a Carnival Queen, among other issues. 

The mishap had to do with technology, the whole 

recording of the interview was lost and nothing could be 

saved. After several attempts to restore the information, I 

started writing all the facts, details and information that 

I could recall from the interview. What took me some time to 
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realize was the “hard facts” about this interview were not 

the most important part of the experience.  

The details, her eagerness to change and modify social 

perceptions of the Popular Carnival Queen pageant, the 

change made on the name of the pageant, (instead of popular 

queen, now it’s called “queen of queens”); her memories 

about her struggles to pay the “mundane” costs of being a 

Carnival Queen, such as utilities and groceries; her efforts 

to get sponsors to be able to pay for the dresses for her 

engagements as queen, among others practical issues.  

Was very enlightening to understand the economic, 

political and practical details that every queen, whether 

“official” or “popular” comes across. 

 The Ecuadorian beauty pageant goes thorugh a 

similar situation: 

Due to their symmetry, the beauty pageant components 

of these festivals provide perhaps the clearest and 

strongest illustration of how [both festivals] contribute to 

the reification and separation of discrete indigenous and 

white identities. Attendance at all of the pageants is 

strongly correlated with ethnic identity, and the events 

themselves are concerned with electing representatives of 

larger-scale social units, thereby reinforcing certain 

aspects of local social structure. In the case of indigenous 

pageants, the candidates are ideally drawn from and said to 

represent the different outlying 

communities.(Rogers,1999:62) 
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In popular queen pageant “competitors, and the crowd’s 

cheers explicitly invoke the community affiliation of the 

respective candidates”.  

 In this respect, the candidates metonymically 

stand for the factions that support them. They are residents 

of their communities, the daughters of prominent merchants, 

or the members of cultural revival organizations. This use 

of women as emblems of various kinds of social groupings is 

not limited to the beauty queens. (63) 

 

 

 

Fig. 9 Tamayo Duque, Ana Maria. Popular Queens at 

the Batalla de Flores. Barranquilla Carnival, 1999. Personal 

Archive. 

 

The composition of the field of competitors and the 

election of a queen is thus a statement about social 

structure, in which collectivities are indexed by their 
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representatives, and the hierarchical relationship of 

candidates produced by the competition mode of the pageant 

is, at least to some degree, an indexical rearrangement of 

the relationships among the corresponding collectivities. 

I argue that all pageants have a specific conception 

of beauty that is not exactly detailed in the facial and 

body features; each pageant has some kind of model of beauty 

and expectations of the contestants: 

“...instead they place culturally specific and 

context-bound dimensions of gendered models of personhood, 

which may or may not include familiar notions of sensualized 

physical beauty (facial features, physique, hairstyle), on 

display as objects of competitive aesthetic evaluation. What 

remains is the use of genre-derived performance framework as 

a vehicle for clarifying and embodying cultural ideals 

through the women who participate. Yet even on the local 

level, these ideals are rarely consistent either with one 

another or with the lived reality of the pageants 

‘audiences.’”(56) 

 

The popular pageant, on the other hand, is executed as 

part of a larger effort on the part of indigenous political 

organizations to “seize control of and separate out of the 

larger society” cultural elements that can be used to create 

an ideology of “ethnic worth” (Hendrickson 1991:300). It 

attempts to demarcate and lay claim to indigenousness in the 

face of such efforts at incorporation, and it establishes 

notions of a uniquely indigenous culture and tradition 

distinct from, but in peaceful coexistence with, white 

society. As in the white pageant, the semiotic work is 

achieved through the operations of the female body, in this 
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case through the constitutions of an ideal of indigenous 

womanhood whose relevant dimensions are highlighted by the 

competition.  

Which contest is the “true” contest, the “authentic” 

one? This begs the question, “Does a popular candidate have 

the cultural capital to participate in the ‘official’ 

contest?” The differentiation present in both pageants could 

be seen as an “alternative approach to ethnic 

stratification.” 

We must pay attention to the issue of cultural 

normalization in such instances. Does a pageant that 

reproduces the ethnic dividing line, despite an overt 

commitment to municipal unity, due to its symmetry, offer a 

clear separation between reality and fantasy? The beauty 

pageant components of these festivals provide perhaps the 

clearest and strongest illustration of how both festivals 

contribute to the reification and separation of discrete 

indigenous and white identities. Attendance at all of the 

pageants is strongly correlated with ethnic identity, and 

the events themselves are concerned with electing 

representatives of larger-scale social units, thereby 

reinforcing certain aspects of local social structure. (62) 

In the case of indigenous pageants, the candidates are 

ideally drawn from, and are said to represent, the different 

outlying communities.(32) 

 

On the other hand, the contestant's single status may 

also cause them to be seen as sexually available. Women are 

typically supposed to be sexually submissive and are 

expected to take on a subordinate role but their single 

status may cause them to be seen as a sexual being. Their 
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single status puts them in a position to seek sexual 

intimacy and showcasing them in this light allows them to be 

seen as active participants who are not restricted to their 

stereotypical role of the passive submissive. This has 

challenged the view that women are supposed to be demure and 

fulfill the societal standards of femininity. 

The “queen of queens” contestants chase the ideal of a 

whitened barranquillera of high class with connections and 

future possibilities of social recognition.  As seen in the 

next chapter, the roles that get visibilized (via official 

titles, music video appearances or possibilities to 

represent the Carnival abroad) often require a certain 

whitening of the bodies on the stage.  

Those bodies must embody the “sabor” (taste, spice) of 

Caribbean non-white exotic bodies, the qualities of brown 

bodies that gozan the festivity.  

The circulation and acceptance in wider circles is 

given by their social status and skin color. Brown bodies 

are celebrated in poems, songs, and idealized as tokens in 

images celebrating our diverse identity. 

However, bodies of a lighter skin color are mostly 

appreciated and circulate with more ease around central 

Colombia, media outlets and stages abroad. 
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5. MY HIPS DON’T LIE.SHAKIRA, COLOMBIANNESS AND THE 

BARRANQUILLA CARNIVAL 

Como se menea la flor de patilla 

Asi se menea la mujer de Barranquilla… 

    Tamarindo Seco 

    Traditional Song 

 

As the watermelon tree flower move 

Tha´s how Barranquilla women moves 

Tamarindo Seco 

Traditional Song 

 

Born in Barranquilla to a Lebanese father and a 

barranquillera mother, Shakira has been a pop figure since 

her teenager years. She started belly dancing and singing in 

Barranquilla and went on to record an album called “Pies 

Descalzos” (1995) and stared in a Colombian soap opera 

called “El Oasis” (1993-1995).  

Ever since she became an international figure, 

Shakira´s image as Colombian has been controversial; she is 

Caribbean, Lebanese and sometimes Argentinean or Spaniard—

depending on her identifications of the moment.  Her 

Colombianness may not be traditional, but it gives us 

interesting clues about Colombian identity.  
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In his work on Música tropical in Colombia, 

anthropologist Peter Wade (2000) looks at the correlation 

between the predominance of certain regions’ tropical music 

and ideas about the nation. He cites the example of the 

bambuco, an Andean region rhythm and its denomination as The 

Colombian rhythm in the 40’s alongside a more European-based 

idea of the Colombian population, and the shift in the 

1950’s and 60’s to the Cumbia.  

Cumbia indicated a slow shift to the Caribbean area as 

a symbolic center of identity and a new configuration of the 

Colombian population. This shift involved the incorporation 

of indigenous and African elements in the Colombian 

“equation” (those elements acceptable as ancestors, long 

gone assimilated and whitened). 

This centrality of Caribbean music has been supported 

by vallenato and other Caribbean rhythms associated to 

Colombian high classes and political personalities
78
. The 

Barranquilla Carnival and the Vallenato Festival gather the 

political elite and celebrities from Bogotá and the rest of 

the county. Usually the idea of Colombianness portrayed in 

the Festival and the Carnival is one of triple origin 

                                                        
78 It is very common to see the president, ex-presidents, celebrities 

and important political figures attending festivals (popular at the 

beginning) such as the Vallenato festival and the Barranquilla Carnival 
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(Spanish, African and aboriginal), a mixture, or mestizaje 

that has been used as a national discourse for the 

invisibilization of afro-Colombians and indigenous 

populations for a long time.  

Shakira’s place in this imagery is very interesting, 

because she is de-stabilizing this unifying idea and opening 

space for different places to think Colombianidad (even if 

she, at the same time reinforces certain cultural myths in 

doing it). Shakira’s case is not isolated. The state-

sponsored marketing campaign  “Colombia en Pasión” (Colombia 

is passion) and the process of nomination and election of 

the Barranquilla Carnival as a Humanity’s intangible 

cultural heritage in 2003 (as cultural manifestation in 

danger, that must be preserved, what ever meaning 

preservation might have) are locating the construction of 

Colombian identity through all these actions happening 

outside of Colombia  

Shakira is especially interesting in her 

outsider/inside categorization as Colombian, since the idea 

of Colombia as a nation, and Colombian nationalism (like 

many in Latin America) has been eroticized and gendered, 
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utilizing “fictional strategies”
79
 that invisibilize gender, 

race and class conflicts. 

This concept also connects to Ann McClintock’s (1995) 

idea of nationalism as a gendered discourse that cannot be 

understood without a gender power theory. The symbolic place 

of women in nationalisms, as the ones that define the limits 

of national difference and power between men (354). Women 

are subsumed symbolically into the national body politic as 

a metaphoric limit, as the symbolic bearers of nation, 

without participation in national agency. This connection is 

reiterated when looking at the beauty pageants, models, 

dancers and many participants in Barranquilla Carnivals each 

year. 

Given the centrality of the female presence in the 

region’s imaginary, could it be said that the Colombian 

Caribbean is feminized? I’m not sure yet about its gendering 

but one thing is clear, the feminine images of the carnival 

and its consumption nationally and internationally are clear 

places where the discourses on Colombian national identity 

and transnational identity are created and re-created 

constantly. 

                                                        
79 Doris Sommer (1991)  
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Bodies are taken for vessels or sites of reproduction 

of culture, objects and subjects to be guarded, reglamented 

and closely observed. In Shakira’s video “My Hips don’t lie 

“
80
 (2006) the body is the place of authenticity, is home 

base, and a place of encounter. This song constantly places 

truth and authenticity in the moving body (my hips don’t 

lie) and also present it as a source of communality (Haiti 

and Colombia, a pan-Caribbean identity united through 

carnivals. 

 

5.1 Hips Don't Lie 

 

The video starts in a staged outdoors setting like a 

parade with people sitting at the sides; a “colonial old 

town” feel with figures of the Barranquilla carnival dancing 

in the center, a “pretended” street, cutting to Shakira’s 

torso dressed in golden “scales”, and later on to Wyclef 

singing to her, while she dances in a place located right to 

this street. She is also located in a space that makes 

reference to Colombia (choice of colors and decorations):  

                                                        
80 Released in 2006 as the second single from the album Oral Fixation 

Vol. 2, was performed with Haitian singer Wyclef Jean and directed by 

Sophie Muller and filmed in Los Angeles, California. (www.sonymusic.com 

accessed December 10th, 2012) 

 

http://www.sonymusic.com/
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she is dressed in red over the background of a wall painted 

in yellow and blue stripes. Once again, as is the case the 

reinas and the cumbiamberas female bodies impersonate the 

nation.  They not only reproduce the future members of the 

community, but also reproduce intra-national boundaries and 

at the same time, are symbolic signifiers of national 

difference. (Kaplan et. Al.,1999:12) 

Wyclef is singing from the opposite side of the space, 

a stage with Haitian signs, some sense of being “at home” 

with a shirt with the Haitian flag on it: 

Shakira, Shakira 

I never really knew that she could dance like this 

She makes a man wants to speak Spanish 

Como se llama, bonita, mi casa, su casa 

Shakira, Shakira 

 

Shakira makes Wyclef and everybody want to speak 

Spanish, to approach another reality, but she was unnoticed 

until she started dancing.  To this, Shakira answers: 

 

Oh baby when you talk like that 

You make a woman go mad 

So be wise and keep on 

Reading the signs of my body 

 

In this moment she points at her hips and swings them 

from side to side. Is this her place of agency? Wyclef must 
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constantly read the signs she is sending through her 

corporality;  

And I'm on tonight 

You know my hips don't lie 

And I'm starting to feel it's right 

All the attraction, the tension 

Don't you see baby, this is perfection 

 

Shakira and Wyclef are in a place filled with light 

transparent pieces of fabric, and they play with the layers 

that later can be recognized as mosquito nets, trying to 

find each other. 

 

Hey Girl, I can see your body moving 

And it's driving me crazy 

And I didn't have the slightest idea 

Until I saw you dancing 

 

Clearly, dance is the medium to be noticed and to 

establish presence. 

And when you walk up on the dance floor 

Nobody cannot ignore the way you move your body, girl 

And everything so unexpected - the way you right and 

left it 

So you can keep on taking it 

 

Oh I know I am on tonight my hips don't lie 

And I am starting to feel it's right 

All the attraction, the tension 

Don't you see baby, this is perfection 

Shakira, Shakira 
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Shakira notices Wyclef, and she also expresses her 

desire for him—as she sits opening and closing her legs, and 

moving the torso side to side. The background colors compose 

a Colombian flag that frame her red dress. Both singers are 

presented as –mildly- wild creatures, exotic others filled 

with passion, equals as outsiders pining for each other. 

 

Oh boy, I can see your body moving 

Half animal, half man 

I don't, don't really know what I'm doing 

But you seem to have a plan 

My will and self-restraint 

Have come to fail now, fail now 

See, I am doing what I can, but I can't so you know 

That's a bit too hard to explain 

 

 

Now Shakira is placed in the center of a circle of 

carnival characters, clapping and dancing on the streets.  

(Her outfit is not one of the traditional carnival 

characters.)  She still keeps her belly dancer reference 

with bustier, trouser and belt with veils.  She sings with 

the rest of the group “Baila en la calle de noche, Baila en 

la calle de día,” an invitation to dance on the streets day 

and night. 

 

Baila en la calle de noche 

Baila en la calle de día 
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Wyclef is across the street, and as they sing they come 

closer together. 

Every time Shakira sings it is about her body. There is 

an obvious emphasis in a very segmented movement of the 

hips, where the truth lies.  

Señorita, feel the conga, let me see you move like you 

come from Colombia 

 

To show everybody that her moves identify her as a 

Colombian, Shakira and a group of Cumbia dancers in white 

(of all colors)
81
, with Shakira in the middle, all very 

upright, dancing soft and slow in contrast with the strong 

sudden movements of belly dancing and hip hop portrayed in 

other parts of the video. Here the hips are also emphasized 

as a source of power and affirmation but in a very subtle 

way, slow and delicate; coupled with a direct, challenging 

way of looking in Shakira’s case. 

                                                        
81 Another one of the controversies around the patrimonialization of 

living practices has to do with the dress and the requirements to be 

considered a proper cumbia dress. For one, there is a group, usually 

upper class, which perpetuates the gingham fabric as the only cumbia 

appropriate way of dressing. The other group, usually middle and lower 

classes, that states that in the beginning cumbiamberas were really poor 

–nothing much has changed—and the fabrics changed and usually were 

colorful, never white, a color that has been associated with currulao, 

another traditional dance, associated with fertitity in the San Basilio 

Palenque enclave and the Pacific Coast. 
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Mira en Barranquilla se baila así, say it! 

Mira en Barranquilla se baila así 

 

How exactly one dances in Barranquilla? This question 

created some controversy in YouTube
82
 where people responded 

posting their own ideas about how “really” one dances in 

Barranquilla, including the values invested in the idea of 

tradition and authenticity. The video responses were of all 

kinds and portrayed different scenes of what the authors 

considered Barranquilla’s style of dancing: spontaneous 

dancing in a Christmas gathering, an older couple dancing in 

a bar. The one that obtained more commentaries and more 

“like it” was the video of an anonymous tambora dancer, in 

one of the celebrations of the Barranquilla Carnival, 

shaking hips, shoulders, head and torso, having fun and 

smiling while dancing on a plastic table surrounded by a 

ring of other dancers clapping and cheering
83
.  

                                                        
82 You Tube is a popular video sharing web page where users can upload 

videos and viewers can respond with commentaries or with another video. 

Very popular to watch music videos. 

83 Some video responses to the phrase “en Barranquilla se baila asi” 

are: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uxJK4_kUMQ, 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreen&v=YkOm8qqMvQM&NR=1, 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tgY-3Fnt4CE, 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreen&v=g4u8ww3RP8E&NR=1, 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3WZty_xAYg.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uxJK4_kUMQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreen&v=YkOm8qqMvQM&NR=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tgY-3Fnt4CE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreen&v=g4u8ww3RP8E&NR=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3WZty_xAYg
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The commentaries on the YouTube page compared the 

“authentic” dancing mulata with the “whitewashed” dancing 

companions of Shakira’s video
84
. The video responses to 

Shakira’s “My Hips Don’t Lie” redress a process of erasure 

introduced by a climate of social ambivalence towards the 

historical facts of the black experience in Colombia. 

Ironically, this diversity engenders a process of erasure 

and assimilation of blackness in Colombia ( See Wade, 

“Defining Blackness” (1993) and  Cunnin Identidades a Flor 

de Piel (2003)). The YouTube response videos suggest a new 

way to locate the national body in Colombia. Dance and 

musical movements like champeta, salsa and “traditional” 

dances like mapalé are being gathered to answer Cumbia’s 

citational processes which silence the hips with a false 

benign multi-ethnic body-past. 

After the cumbia dancing scene, Shakira and Wyclef find 

each other and sing in the middle of the street crowded with 

dancers from both carnivals (Haiti and Barranquilla) and 

from hip hop dancers as well. 

                                                        
84 The anecdote with the cumbia dancers in this video was very tied with 

politics of migrations and borders: The dancers chosen to take part in 

the scene live in Barranquilla and belong to a very renowned dance group 

from the Carnival but do not have wealthy families. Unfortunately, their 

visas were denied and weren’t able to travel to Los Angeles where the 

video was being filmed. The dancers in the video are second generation 

Barranquilla immigrants living in United States. 
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She's so sexy every man's fantasy a refugee like me 

back with the Fugees from a 3rd world country 

I go back like when 'pac carried crates for Humpty 

Humpty 

I need a whole club dizzy 

Why the CIA wanna watch us? 

Colombians and Haitians 

I ain't guilty, it's a musical transaction 

No more do we snatch ropes 

Refugees run the seas 'cause we own our own boats 

 

The idea of a pan-Caribbean identity connects the 

criminalization of Colombians and Haitians in the U.S., 

refugees for different reasons migrating in search of the 

American dream, This narrative show both Colombian and 

Haitian are not so different since the sameness is in the 

body, in the moves; the afrocaribbean heritage present in 

festivities, dances, traditions and ways of living.  

Throughout the video are short images of Shakira’s 

torso in golden scales, goddess-like. She never sings in 

this dress, only moves softly with an “out-of-this-world” 

glance, like a godess, the ideal body, authentic, complete, 

perfect, and permanent.  

 

I'm on tonight, my hips don't lie 

And I'm starting to feel you boy 

Come on let's go, real slow 

Baby, like this is perfecto 

Oh, you know I am on tonight and my hips don't lie 

And I am starting to feel it's right 
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The attraction, the tension 

Baby, like this is perfection 

 

Authenticity enhances the appeal of selected cultural 

commodities and has become an important element in the 

mechanism of racialisation necessary for making non-European 

and non-American musicians acceptable items in an expanded 

pop market. The discourse of authenticity has been a notable 

presence in the mass marketing of successive black folk-

cultural forms for white audiences.(Gilroy 2001: 98) 

Following the above statement, should we say that, in 

order for the Carnival to circulate freely in the world 

market circuit it must be essentialized and its essence 

should be fixed in a mythical time? Shakira states over and 

over in this song that she has the truth, the authenticity 

in her exotic body. Debates around what is or is not 

traditional, what is an “authentic” movement or dance or 

dress circulate constantly in Barranquilla, creating a 

corpus of knowledge that is constantly being 

“traditionalized”, contested, reformed and re-created. 

Recent publications in Barranquilla like La Cumbia: por 

la salvaguardia de nuestro patrimonio cultural (Cumbia: to 

safeguard our cultural patrimony) (2007) and Carnaval: Mito 

y tradicion (Carnival: myth and tradition) (third edition 
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2007) are reclaiming forces of change and innovation to get 

away from the Carnival.  These publications –and other 

controversies on the issue--are also creating some tensions 

between the participants debating about what is expected of 

their performances and what is and is not allowed.  Also, 

these tensions are creating categories where Carnival 

participants are not allowed to innovate –like the comparsas 

de tradicion-- as strictly limited to maintain “tradition” 

and memory. 

Paradoxically, memory is really hard to keep in the 

freezer, or to be preserved.  Memory is as much a process of 

remembering as it is a process about forgetting  

As Joseph Roach writes, “collective memory works 

selectively imaginatively, and often perversely, 

[…]”(1998:2)  

Against this immobilizing process, Paul Gilroy (2001) 

proposes seeing music practices as a “changing same,” a way 

to understand the reproduction of cultural tradition as a 

problematic transmission with breaks and interruptions, not 

a fixed essence thorough time, but a response to the 

destabilizing flux of the post-contemporary world (101). 

In 2003, UNESCO named the Barranquilla Carnival as a 

“Masterpiece of Intangible Heritage of Humanity.” The 
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program of Intangible Heritage “fosters safeguards 

endangered cultural practices, that is, the practices, 

representations, and expressions, as well as the associated 

knowledge and the necessary skills, that communities, groups 

and, in some cases, individuals recognize as part of their 

cultural heritage” (UNESCO, Proclamation 2003). After 

controversies around the decline of importance and 

participation in the Carnival led to efforts and lots of 

lobbying by the Colombian Government, UNESCO proclaimed that 

“the growing commercialization constitutes a threat to the 

many traditional expressions” for the Carnival (UNESCO, 

Proclamation 2003).
85
 This declaration ignited many 

movements to “save the Carnival”  

A series of cultural policies designed to perpetuate 

and differentiate this festivity from other national and 

international festivities protecting it from endangering 

outside influences, shift the Carnival’s dynamics and the 

ways in which this festivity interacts with the people 

living in Colombia’s Caribbean Region.
86
  

                                                        
85 The official proclamation of the Carnival as intangible heritage can 

be found at  

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?cp=CO&topic=mp#TOC1 

 

86 Field research will be conducted to create an inventory and database 

and to select the expressions of the Carnival to be safeguarded. A 

cultural map of the Colombian Caribbean region will be created. The 

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?cp=CO&topic=mp#TOC1
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The proclamation of the Carnival as a Patrimony of 

Humanity followed the previous declaration in 1984 of the 

port, fortresses and group monuments of Cartagena as World 

Heritage. Two years after Barranquilla’s proclamation, the 

“cultural space” of San Basilio de Palenque
87
 was declared 

also an intangible Patrimony of Humanity, creating in 

Colombia a Caribbean Triangle of Tradition, a type of 

Conservatory comprised of bodies, practices and buildings. 

This kind of cultural policy, with its focus toward 

protection and preservation, freezes practices in time, 

“safe-guarding” them from people. Diyah Larassati, in her 

dissertation, Dancing in the Mass Grave: Cultural 

Reconstruction Post Indonesian Massacres (2006) argues that 

                                                                                                                                                                      
project will also support the formation of the Network of the Carnival 

of Barranquilla, consisting of institutions involved in the preservation 

of this heritage. Assistance will be provided to seasoned performers in 

order to enable them to transmit their extensive choreographic, 

theatrical and musical know-how to younger generations. 

 

These activities are intended to raise awareness among the inhabitants 

of the region as to the value of their cultural expressions and the 

urgent need to safeguard them. Conditions ensuring the continuation of 

the Carnival will be reinforced through a network and support systems 

for the local community.. www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?pg=00055 

 

87 The Cultural Space of Palenque de San Basilio encompasses social, 

medical and religious practices as well as musical and oral traditions, 

many of which have African roots. […] The cultural space of Palenque is 

not only threatened by economic changes that affect local modes of 

production, but also by the armed conflict between Colombian 

paramilitary and local guerrilla groups. Outside Palenque, inhabitants 

are commonly subjected to discrimination and ethnic stereotyping leading 

to a denial of their cultural values. 

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php 

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?pg=00055
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by “[...] saying that culture needs to be safeguarded, 

protected and preserved, UNESCO de-legitimizes the re-

interpretation of these intangible cultural practices” (23). 

UNESCO’s declaration defines the human body as a 

depository
88
 of this heritage, an instrument for its 

embodiment. I maintain that the dancing body is not a 

depository or storage container, but a site of negotiation, 

creation, re-creation and contestation of ideas of national 

identity, race relations –always already gendered and 

classed relations.  

The dancing body of the cumbiambera or the Carnival 

queens is also the site of empowerment and resistance 

towards forces of ‘authenticity’ and the logics of 

production that limit their movements and reduce their 

materiality to a souvenir or accessory in the creation and 

solidification of national ideals, a perpetual negotiation 

between fluidity and stability.  

 

                                                        
 

88 http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?pg=00002 
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Fig. 10 Tamayo Duque Ana Maria. Dancer Monica Lindo 

at “La gran parada” Barranquilla Carnival, 1999. Personal 

Archive 
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The Barranquilla Carnival bodies, as the bearers of 

authenticity, of mestizaje, as grounding soil of an 

essentialized materiality as commodities, are configured 

around the ideas of pleasure and possession: for the 

participant and for the spectator. These bodies are 

commodified, exoticized and staged in a certain way to give 

the audience of the Carnival (be this an audience on the 

sidewalk of Carnival parades, at home watching its 

transmission or on a cruise that just arrived to the port of 

Cartagena) a certain experience of pleasure and enjoyment 

that re-creates and distributes concepts of identity and 

social structures in Colombia. 

Regional and national identity references can 

contradict each other or be contested in time, especially 

with the process of nomination and election of the 

Barranquilla Carnival as a immaterial patrimony of humanity 

by UNESCO and all the efforts to recuperate and in freeze 

the Carnival’s practices as an ideal uncontaminated –and 

non-existent—past. This kind of Disney-like past where 

everything works as it should have and nothing ever changes 

is fixed in the mind and some bodies of the Carnival 

practitioners that are trying to maintain authenticity and 
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tradition in the Carnival against the pollutant forces of 

creation and change. 

This process of “disneyfication” of the Colombian 

Caribbean “brands” the country, using mottos such as 

“Colombia is passion” (2005), “Colombia: the danger is 

wanting to stay” (2009) and
89
 “the answer is Colombia”

90
.  

The avenues of analysis presented by this panorama are 

multiple, especially facing the political motivation of the 

Colombian Government to align with the oceanic market 

circuits (Atlantic and Pacific commerce routes) and situate 

Colombia as a central node of travel, circulation and 

economy that links the Americas. 

The process of patrimonialization of a fluid and 

intangible phenomena is not an easy task, especially when 

the material manifestation is one’s own body.  Colombian’s 

bodily materiality is being inserted in the economic 

circuits, on the one hand, as cheap manufacturing labor and, 

on the other hand, as cheap exotic and atavistic remnant of 

an idyllic and imaginary past. 

                                                        
89 All the promotion for “marca pais”(brand country) can be found in 

www.colombia.co, see the promo advertising for the brand Colombia: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ko8DWeYDIN8  

90 The process of “patrimonialization” covers (so far) eight sites 

declared immaterial heritage of the world (and many more declared 

material heritage) http://whc.unesco.org/en/statesparties/co 

http://www.colombia.co/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ko8DWeYDIN8
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